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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous Research 
The optical properties of crystalline silver and copper have been intensively inves­
tigated for many years in an effort to understand more about the electronic structure 
of the nonsimple metals involving d bands. For a long time, in most of these efforts, 
it was presumed that silver and copper were optically isotropic because of their cu­
bic structure. At least, the anisotropic effects were thought to be small enough to 
be neglected, i.e., the bulk parameters might be deduced directly from experiment 
without regard for any anisotropic properties of the surface. 
However, Furtak and Lynch found anisotropy of the Ag(llO) surface with elec-
troreflectance (ER) in 1975 [1]. They observed a marked anisotropy in the normal­
ized reflectivity change (AR/R) of Ag near 3.9 eV using polarized light at normal 
incidence, which could not be explained by existing theory at that time. Their ex­
perimental results drew significant attention to the fact that the anisotropic response 
exists even in a single-crystal metal of a cubic structure. Since their work, optical 
anisotropies of some low index surfaces of single-crystal noble metals have been in­
vestigated using different methods, including both experimental measurement and 
theoretical calculation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. 
Kofman et al. [2] observed the difference of the ER spectra on a Cu(llO) surface 
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when light was polarized parallel to the [001] and the [lIO] directions, while no 
anisotropy was found on the (100) face. They prepared two different Cu(llO) surfaces, 
one mechanically polished and the other electropolished. Each surface was studied 
with various bias voltages. Results showed that the anisotropy depended on the 
nature of the surface, its orientation, and the bias potential. Kotz and Lewerenz [3] 
also measured ER. signals on copper with fixed photon energy and bias potential, while 
changing the surface crystallographic orientations by rotating a cylindrical single 
crystal. They observed marked polarization anisotropies on some intermediate faces 
as well as on the (110) face. The anisotropy indeed depends on the crystallographic 
orientation of the face exposed to the light. 
Ho et al, [4] calculated the effect of the electromodulation of surface states on 
the ER for the Ag(llO) surface using a first-principles, self-consistent pseudopotential 
method. Surface states at different k-points in the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) [4] 
contribute differently to optical transitions when the incident light polarization varies, 
i.e. the optical response is anisotropic. These surface states can also explain the 
dependence on the electrode bias potential of the energy positions and intensities of 
the peaks of the Ag(llO) surface ER spectra [5]. 
Tadjeddine et al. [6] studied single crystal surfaces of Au(lll), Ag(lll) and 
Ag(llO) by surface plasmon (SP) excitation. The experiments were performed with 
the surfaces in contact with air and electrolytic solutions, alternatively. They used 
the attenuated total reflection (ATR) method to excite SP along the [110] and [001] 
directions for Ag(llO) and found marked differences between the two directions in 
the corresponding dispersion curves. The differences reflect the anisotropic behavior 
of the optical constants in the (110) surface. No such anisotropy was found with 
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Au(lll) and Ag(lll) surfaces. They also measured the normal incidence ER spectra 
of Ag(llO), for two different crystallographic directions, [lIO] and [001]. The bias 
voltages used in their ER spectra were different from those in Ref. [1], but the results 
were basically equivalent. Also, they predicted a higher reflectivity of the Ag(llO) 
surface for e ||[ll0] than for e 1|[001], i.e. ^ •^[001]' ^[lIO] -^[OOl] 
are the reflectivities of the Ag(llO) surface for e 1|[110] and e |1[001], respectively, 
and e = E / |E|, the unit vector of the electric field of the incident light. 
Habraken et al. [7] made ellipsometric measurements during the chemisorption of 
oxygen on various single crystal Cu surfaces using a fixed wavelength of A=6328 A. 
They found anisotropic results related to the (110) surface and predicted such an 
anisotropy could be observed on a clean (110) surface with higher precision equip­
ment. Later Hanekamp et al. [8] saw anisotropy with a clean and an oxygen-covered 
single crystal surface of Cu in ellipsometric spectra from 4000 A to 8000 A. The 
authors questioned the accuracy of the data for the clean surface. 
Boeck et al. [9] measured normal incidence ER spectra of Ag and Au single crys­
tal electrodes in aqueous electrolytes, with surfaces of Ag(lOO), Ag(lll), Au(lOO), 
and Ag(llO). The ER spectra for Ag(llO) were measured for the two main crys­
tallographic directions, [110] and [001], and for various bias potentials. For certain 
bias potentials, the pronounced crystallographic anisotropy was very clearly observed 
in the ER spectra over the total wavelength range. They also measured the ER of 
Ag(llO) as a function of electrode potential for a single wavelength with the electric 
field vector of the incident light along the two main crystallographic directions, and 
observed the anisotropy of the ER. 
Kotz et al. [10] studied the optical anisotropy of oxygen covered single crystal 
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Ag(llO) surfaces using single wavelength as well as spectroscopic ellipsometry. They 
oriented the plane of incidence of the light beam to the directions [110] and [001] 
separately and found the azimuthal dependence of the eUipsometric parameters dur­
ing oxygen adsorption. The azimuthal dependence Wcis due to an anisotropic surface 
layer with an imaginary part of the dielectric constant higher in the [110] than in the 
[001] direction. 
Recently Rocca et al. [11] measured the SP dispersion anisotropy of the Ag(llO) 
surface using high-resolution angle-resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy. They 
found a linear positive dispersion with a strong azimuthal dependence that is similar 
to the results of Tadjeddine et al. [6] 
All of these theoretical and experimental efforts led us to consider the significant 
anisotropic behavior of the (110) surfaces of the noble metals. 
Present Research 
From the studies above, the anisotropy of (110) surfaces appears to be well un­
derstood. However, the previous measurements on the optical anisotropy of the noble 
metals were made by measuring absolute values along two perpendicular principal 
axes separately and then taking the difference of the values. This requires that the two 
absolute values must be measured very accurately or that the values themselves have 
a large enough difference (strong anisotropy). Otherwise, taking the difference would 
induce significantly large errors. Such a requirement frustrated anisotropic measure­
ments on natural crystal surfaces for which anisotropics are quite small. Several 
years ago, Aspnes used a reflectance-difference (RD) spectroscopy system to study 
the optical anisotropy in cubic semiconductors, which could directly measure small 
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differences of an anisotropic surface [12]. This RD system was later developed into 
one which was much more precise [13]. 
However, RD measurements concentrated on cubic semiconductors until recently, 
when we and Borensztein et a/.[14] independently applied the RD technique to mea­
sure the optical anisotropy of Ag(llO). Our RD spectra of Ag(llO) showed a two-
peak structure around the interband transition threshold. This two-peak structure is 
closely related to the two distinct interband transitions near the L-point in the bulk 
Brillouin zone (BZ) [15, 16], i.e. L2/{Ep) and L3 —> L^i^Ep) with transition 
energies 3.87 eV and 4.03 eV, respectively [15]. 
After the RD measurements on Ag, the RD spectrum of Cu was measured. Cu 
was chosen because the transitions ^1 ^3 exist, 
but the corresponding energies are about 4.3 eV and 2.1 eV [17]. It was noticed that 
the two transition energies are more separated in Cu than in Ag, This feature makes 
it easier to identify the two different transitions for Cu. Furthermore, transitions near 
the X-point, such as X5 —+ are also involved in our energy range, which makes 
the Cu RD spectra slightly more complicated than those of Ag. However, the major 
contribution to the band transitions still comes from near the L-point. Therefore, 
it was expected that similar structures would appear for the Ag(llO) and Cu(llO) 
surfaces, but the two peaks seen in Ag would possibly be more separated in the 
corresponding Cu data. Our experiment indeed portrayed the expected similarities 
between the anisotropic structures of the Ag(llO) and Cu(llO) surfaces. 
This thesis describes the establishment of a RD system and the measurement of 
the RD spectra of Ag(llO) and Cu(llO) followed by a discussion of the results of the 
RD spectra. This will help in understanding more about the anisotropic properties 
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of single crystal metals as a bulk sample is terminated with a surface. 
Thesis Organization 
The basic theory related to this work is discussed in Chapter 2. The experimental 
considerations, apparatus, and measurement are presented in Chapter 3. The results 
and related discussion are given in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes and 
concludes our major results. 
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CHAPTER 2. BASIC THEORY 
Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves on a Metal Surface 
The electromagnetic fields in any medium can be described by Maxwell's equa­
tions in Gaussian units: [18] 
where E,D,H, and B are the electric field, electric displacement, magnetic field and 
magnetic induction, respectively, p and J are the "free" charge and current densities 
in the medium and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The four components of the 
electromagnetic field, E, D,H, and B, are connected with each other by so-called 
constitutive relations. 
V • D = 47r/7 (2.1) 
(2,2) 
VB = 0, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
D = 0[E,H] 
B = B1E,H1, (2.5) 
and a generalized Ohm's law for conductors. 
J = J[E,H]. (2.6) 
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The square brackets are to emphasize that the connections are not necessarily simple 
(probably nonlinear, hysteresis, etc). For materials and fields giving a linear response, 
we can write the Cartesian components of D and B in the form, 
Da = 
/? 
13 
The tensors and are called the dielectric tensor and the magnetic perme­
ability tensor, respectively. Since there is no magnetic response in our experiment, 
the magnetic permeability tensor /i is diagonal and all three elements are equal to 
1. The reflection of electromagnetic waves from a metal surface basically can be 
described by Maxwell's equations described above. But the problem of dealing with 
a dielectric tensor is a very complicated one even though the magnetic permeabihty 
tensor n reduces to a scalar fi. To simplify the problem we consider the materials to 
be homogeneous and isotropic, i.e. the dielectric tensor e is diagonal with all three 
elements equal, e. Here we need to keep in mind that the results from this simplified 
model should be modified as they are applied to interpreting our experiment results. 
Let us first look at the propagation of light in non-conducting, isotropic media. 
Then we will expend the results to conducting media. By setting both charge and 
current densities to zero, we can easily find from the Maxwell equations that each 
Cartesian component u of E and B satisfies the wave equation: 
_o ued^u 
The wave equation has the well-known plane-wave solutions: 

9 
u = (2.7) 
where the frequency u and the magnitude of the wave vector k are related by 
CJ k = y/fie—. 
c 
A basic feature of Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field is the exis­
tence of traveling wave solutions, which represent the transport of energy from one 
point to another in media. Hence transverse plane waves can be used to describe the 
simplest and most fundamental electromagnetic waves. By considering the vector 
nature of the electromagnetic fields and the requirement of satisfying the Maxwell 
equation, we assume that the plane-wave fields are of the form, 
E(x,0 = 
where Eg and BQ are vectors that are constant in time and space and perpendicular 
to each other and both perpendicular to the direction of propagation k. If there are 
two semi-infinite media with a plane interface between them, as the electromagnetic 
plane wave propagates in one medium {fi and e) and meets the other {fi' and e'), the 
wave will be reflected and refracted by the plane interface. Assuming ^ = /i' = 1 for 
optical frequencies and enforcing boundary conditions on the fields, the magnitudes 
of the incident electric field Eq and the reflected electric field Eq are related as; [18] 
E perpendicular to plane of incidence, 
_ E 'q y/ecos(j)->Jt' 
fS — jp I— X—) 
•^ 0 y/t COS \Je — t sin'^  
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E parallel to plane of incidence, 
^ ^  (j) -  t sin^ 9^ 
^ ^0 t' cos ^ + \/e\J^ — t sin^ (j) 
where rg and rp are the p- and s-polarized reflection coefficients, respectively, with the 
incident angle (j). Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are also called the Fresnel reflection equations. 
Now let us consider conducting media. For a homogeneous isotropic nonmagnetic 
metal, the constitutive relations (2.5) and Ohm's law (2.6) are simplified as: 
D = eE, 
B = H, (2.10) 
J = <TE, (2.11) 
where cr is the conductivity of the metal. Using the above relations. Maxwell's equa­
tions take the form 
47r V - E  =  —p (2.12) 
_ „ e 9E 47r _ V X H ;r- = —(TE (2.13) 
c at c 
V x E  +  - ^  =  0  ( 2 . 1 4 )  
c at 
V - H  =  0 .  ( 2 . 1 5 )  
If we take the divergence of Eq. (2.13) and differentiate Eq. (2.12) with respect to 
time and use Eq. (2.12), we obtain two equations: 
e_ 5E 47rcr47r _ 
— V —  =  p. 2.16 
c at c t  
9E An dp _ 
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5E By eliminating V • ^ between Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain: 
% + ^ P = 0. (2.18) 
The solution of the Eq. (2.18) is given as: 
P = (2.19) 
where the relaxation time r = 5^' Thus the electric charge density p falls off 
exponentially with time in metals. For metals, the relaxation time r is typically of 
the order of 10~^® sec, which is much shorter than the period of light waves (of the 
order of 10"^^ sec). Therefore we may regard p'va.& metal to be practically zero [19]. 
As a result, Eq. (2.1) becomes: 
V - E  =  0 .  ( 2 . 2 0 )  
It follows from Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) by elimination of H and the use of Eq. (2.20) 
that E satisfies the wave equation 
If E and H are of the form E = with angular frequency w, we have djdt = 
—i(jj so that the Eq. (2.21) becomes 
V^E + ic^E = 0, (2.22) 
where 
-9 up' 
P = (2.23) 
e = e + (2.24) 
w 
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Here e is the complex dielectric function. These equations are formally identical with 
the corresponding equations for non-conducting media. 
We have seen that the bcisic equations relating to the propagation of a plane time-
harmonic wave in a conducting medium differ from those relating to propagation in 
a non-conducting medium only in that the real constants e and k are replaced by 
complex constants e and k. It follows that the boundary conditions and also the 
formulae relating to reflection derived for a non-conducting medium remain valid. 
Let us expand Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) to our case: one medium is air and the other 
is metal. In other words, a light beam is incident on an anisotropic noble metal 
sample surface from air. There are three factors we need to consider. 
First, the dielectric function of air is e « 1. But the dielectric function of the 
metal e' is a complex number, and so is r. For brevity we use e to replace e' to 
represent the complex dielectric function of a metal. We have: 
where ej = Re[e] and 62 = Ini[e], the real part and imaginary part of the complex 
dielectric function e, n = Re[n] and k = Im[n], the real part and imaginary part of the 
n = n + in, 
t  =  € 1 +  i t 2  (2.25) 
(2.26) 
complex index of refraction n, respectively, and h = \/l. The relations corresponding 
to Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) become: 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
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where fp and rg are the p— and s—polarized complex reflection coefficients, and e is 
the complex dielectric function of the metal. 
As the electromagnetic wave is normally incident on the plane {(f> = 0), the two 
relations (2.27) and (2.28) are equal and reduce to: 
y/i  — 1 
r = (2.29) 
\/i+ 1 
If we take the derivative of Eq. (2.29), we can get a relation between small 
changes of the reflection coefficient 6r and the dielectric function Ae: 
Ac = Acj + «Ae2 
=  y A { e - l ) j .  
r 
(2.30) 
The corresponding small change of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric 
function Aej and Ae2 can be calculated as: 
Aej = [n(ei — 1) — ^£2!^® 
Ae2 = [nt2 + fc(ei — l)]Re 
6f 
f 
Sr 
f 
— [n€2 + k{ei — l)]Im 
+ [n(ei — 1) — ^62]^'^ 
6f 
f 
6f 
f 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
Alternatively, 
Re 
Im 
6f 
f 
6f 
r 
[n(ei — 1) — feeolAei + [neo + k(e-t — l)]Aeo 
" [n(q-l)-fc62]2 + [n62 + A:(6i-l)]2 ' 
-[ne2 + ^ (q - l)]Aei + [n(ei - 1) - ke2]^t2 
[n(ei - 1) - A:e2p + [ne2 + - 1)]2 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
Secondly, in general, e is a tensor, not a scalar. Relation (2.29) is not valid for 
an anisotropic reflection at this point, and the corresponding relation would be very 
complicated in an anisotropic situation. However, the sample surface can be oriented 
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to such a direction that the off diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor c are zero, 
I.e. 
c = 
0 0 
0 h 0 
0 0 h \ 
where e®, cy, and iz are dielectric functions (scalar) of the sample along x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. As the wavevector of the normally incident hght is parallel to 
the z direction, there are only two principal polarization directions for consideration, 
X and y directions. Therefore we assume the form of relation (2.29) is still valid for 
each principal direction; 
\/ei — 1 
rx = 
Tv = 
+1 
\lh +1 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
By measuring the difference of f x  and f y ,  we can study the anisotropic response 
of the sample, such as the difference of the imaginary part of the dielectric function 
which may directly be connected to the band structure of a sample. 
Thirdly, in a real experiment, it is almost impossible to get exact normal inci­
dence. Let us discuss a near-normal incidence situation {<f> •C 1). At near-normal 
C\ 
incidence, fs and fp are not exactly equal. As <C 1, to order of , Eqs. (2.27) 
and (2.28) become: 
rs 
Tp Pi T ('" y) '  (2.37) (2.38) 
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where r is defined as in Eq. (2.29) The corresponding reflectivities are 
JJs = |r-3|^ « + (2.39) 
%=|fpf « (2,40) 
where i? = |r|^. The relative difference of Rg and Rp is 
If the difference of R s  and R p  is close or even bigger than the difference of R x  = \ f x ^  
I |2 
and Ry = Fi/ j our anisotropic measurement will fail. Eq. (2.41) will help us to 
estimate how well the "normal incidence" condition can be reached. 
Anisotropic Reflectance 
The idea of measuring optical anisotropy of a surface is very simple. Let polarized 
light be normally incident on the surface and reflected. The intensity of the reflected 
light will vary as the orientation of polarization of the incident Hght changes relatively 
to the orientation of the surface, if the surface is optically anisotropic. There are three 
ways to change the relative orientation of the polarization of the light incident on 
the sample surface: rotating the sample, rotating the polarizer, and photoelastic 
modulation of the polarization of the light beam between a polarizer and the sample. 
These three methods will be described separately in the following. 
Rotating Polarizer 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, an unpolarized parallel light beam goes through a polarizer 
and becomes linearly polarized light normally incident on the sample. As the polarizer 
16 
e 
1 
Polarizer 
Sample 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a rotating polarizer system. 
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rotates, the orientation of the polarization of the incident beam rotates. The intensity 
of the light reflected by the sample is: 
J = ^ sin0 cos 6 ^ 
0 
/ 
'y 
fx 0 
0 fy 
=  \  [(L^XL^ +  | r j / f )  +  ( j f y f  - |FX|^) COS 2^ 
sm0 
cos 6 
(2.42) 
where rx and ry are complex reflection coefficients of the sample along x and y 
directions, respectively, and 6 = ujt \s the angle between the orientation of the po­
larizer and the y direction of the sample. Let Rx = \fx^, Ry = Yvf"• We define 
i? = 2 (Rx + RY^, the average reflectance of the sample, and AR = (^RY — RX^, the 
difference of the reflectances in the two directions. The intensity can be written as: 
I  = /o(/2 + 2Ai2cos2a;<) (2.43) 
Obviously, the signal consists of two components, the DC component { IqR)  and the 
AC component (/Q2Ail). By measuring the DC and AC signals, we can obtain 
ARJR, which is related to the anisotropy of the sample. This method requires a very 
low degree of polarization of the light incident on the polarizer and a low polarization 
sensitivity of the detector. 
Rotating Sample 
The system for rotating the sample is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this configuration, 
both polarization axes of the polarizer and analyzer are fixed to be parallel to the 
II direction, and the sample is rotated at frequency u; with the rotational axis along 
the surface normal of the sample. If the analyzer is removed from the system, the 
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electric field of the reflected light can be expressed as a vector M: 
M = Aq 
\ ( \ / fx 0 
/ h J \ 
cos 9 sin 9 
— sin 9 cos 9 
^ 0 ^ 
vV 
cos 9 — sin 0 
sin 9 cos 9 
\ 
The corresponding intensity is: 
7 = MtM 
= + + (2.44) 
where 9 = ut is the angle between the || direction and the y direction of the sample. 
The output signal is exactly the same as that of the rotating polarizer system, and 
even better because it does not require an ideal unpolarized light source. But this 
configuration still depends on a low polarization sensitivity of the detector. To delete 
the effect of the detector, we put an analyzer between the sample and the detector 
as in Fig. 2.2. As the light beam goes through the system, the electric field of the 
emerging light from the analyzer is a vector M: 
\ / 0 U cosO — sin& 
M = Aq 
0 1 
 9   0
sin 9 cos 9 
fx 0 
0 fy y 
( 
cos 9 sin 9 
- sin 9 cos 9 \ / 
The corresponding intensity: 
I  = MtM 
k  
4 
rx + + 2 cos 29 (2.45) 
Therefore, the DC and AC components of the output signal cis the sample rotates 
correspond to the average and the difference of the reflectances of the two principal 
directions, respectively. Theoretically, this system is an ideal one, since the output 
has a simple form and clear physical meaning. But actually, it has some shortcomings 
in the real experiment, which will be discussed in the experimental part. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a rotating sample system. 
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M = ^ 0 0 ^  
/ 
<0 ^ \ 
w. „ ^ 
rx 0 
0 'y  
cos 6 sin 9 
— sin 0 cos 6 
Photoelastic Modulation 
For this configuration, we put a photoelastic modulator between the polarizer 
and the sample. Let us consider the light path from the polarizer to the analyzer as 
shown in Fig. 2.3. The two component vector M giving the || and ± components of 
the electric field emerging from the analyzer can be expressed as a matrix equation: 
cos $2 sin 02 
^ — sin02 COS02 ^ 
cos 0 — sin 0 
sin 0 cos 0 
e'fJ- 0 
^ 0 e'n 
where fx and fy are defined as before, i.e., the complex reflection coefficients of the 
sample along x and y directions, respectively. It is not difficult to determine 0-^ and 
02i the relative orientations of the polarizer, modulator, and analyzer, as shown in 
Fig. 2.3. The intensity of the light is / = MtM. If 0\ = 45° and ^2 = we find, 
I  oc - cos20 
+ ~ 1^® — rypcos20j sin 20 cos 5 
+ i ( fxfy — fxfy^ sin 20 sin 6,  (2.46) 
cos 0-^ sin 0\ 
\ / \ 
0 
, 1 , \ " / 
where 8 = = irsintot is the phase difference of the modulator [20, 21], and 
uj is the frequency of the modulator. We note that 
cos 6 = cos(7r sin w) 
oo 
n=l 
(2.47) 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the experimental system. 
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and 
sin^ = sin(7rsina;) 
oo 
= 2 ^ J2|j^i(7r)sin(2n + l)w<, (2.48) 
n=0 
where Jn is a Bessel function of order n. Now consider only the DC, a; and 2a; 
components of the intensity /, which are 
= -^ 0 + 1^ 2/P) - <^os20 - [ryf)] 
+ ^ P) ~ 1^® " 1^ cos 2^1 sin20Jo(''")' (2.49) 
Ifjj{6) = —2/oIm [fxr^ — r^ryj sin20Ji(7r)sina;f, (2.50) 
^2w(^) = 2/o [(l^xl^ -  |rj ,p) -  \fx -  fypcos20 
X sin20J2(7r)cos2a;f, (2.51) 
where I q is a constant. 
Obviously lu{0) oc sin 20. This feature can be used to determine an accurate 
orientation of a sample. By changing the orientation of a sample, we can easily find 
the position of maximum Icj, corresponding to the 6 = 45° orientation of the sample. 
By setting 6 = 45°, the three components of the intensity become: 
^DC -
= /o[(|f3:i^+l%r)+-'oW(KI^-|f!/f)]. (2-52) 
s /w{46<') 
= -2/o Ji(ir)Im [fjfJ - fjfj,], (2.53) 
= /a,(45"') 
= 2/OJ2(») - |%f) . (2-54) 
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I.e. 
2J2(7r)Im [ f x f y  -  r ^ f y ]  
^DC jrxP + \fyf + Jo('^) - l^yf) 
(|i Fx 
^•Z<jJ _ v 
^DC |fxP + |fyf + JoW(l 
^ 
flp - [fjp) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
Alternatively, 
Im [fxfy - f%fy 
R 
AR 
R 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
where R = ([rxl^ + |^y|^)/2 and AR = (|rxl^ - |^y|^)- Numerically, = 
—0.3037884, Ji(7r) = 0.2852440, and J2(^) = 0.4853803. To first order we ob­
tain [13]: 
1 hjj Im 
Re 
_ 1 
df 
f  
Sf  
f  
2Ji(7r)/£)^' 
1 hu} 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
where 8f = fx — fy and r = j i{fx + fy)- Therefore, once the three components, l£)Q,  
/a;, and l2^, are measured, the anisotropic response can be determined. 
Surface Plasmons and Roughness 
The Fresnel equations (Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)) are based on a plane boundary of 
a solid, i.e. they are valid only for an ideal smooth surface. Modern techniques 
make it possible to produce a nearly perfect plane surface so that in many cases the 
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Fresnel equations are quite a good approximation to describe the reflection of a light 
beam on the surface. On the other hand, however, sometimes surface roughness is 
unavoidable in the sample preparation procedure, such as mechanical and chemical 
polishing. The reflection of electromagnetic waves at a rough surface produces, in 
addition to the specularly reflected beam, diffusely scattered radiation for which the 
Fresnel equations are not valid anymore. Furthermore, the roughness of a metal 
surface could cause the coupling of photons with surface plasmons, if the scale of the 
surface roughness is small with respect to the wavelength of light. 
A plasma oscillation in a metal is a longitudinal excitation of the conduction elec­
tron gas. A plasmon is a quantized plasma oscillation. A plasmon can be described 
by an oscillation frequency u and a wave vector k. oj and k are directly related to the 
energy E and the momentum P of a plasmon, respectively, i .e.  E = fiio and P = fik,  
where h is Planck's constant divided by 21:. w and k are connected to each other 
by the dispersion relation u}{k). To excite a pleismon, both energy and momentum 
conservation must be fulfilled. 
It is known that direct coupling of normally incident light to the surface plasmon 
(SP)in a slab with perfectly smooth, flat surfaces occurs only in thin film samples [22]. 
Assuming the thickness of the film to be Az and the momentum of the plasmons in 
the normal direction to be Apz, the uncertainty principle demands that ~ f i  
[23]. Since the film is very thin (Az very small), the uncertainty of the plasmon mo­
mentum Apz is large. This uncertainty of the momentum normal to the film makes 
momentum conservation between the incident photon and the plasmon possible. In 
other words, the confinement of the electrons in a thin film causes an uncertainty in 
the momentum normal to the film, which may allow plasma oscillations within the 
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film to be excited if energy conservation is fulfilled and the incident electric field has 
a component of polarization parallel to the plane of incidence. [25] For a semi-infinite 
metal, surface plasmons can propagate only along the surface[24], which means the 
exciting source needs to have a "tangential" (parallel to the surface) component of 
momentum to excite the plasmon. Hence normally incident light on a smooth sur­
face of a semi-infinite metal usually can not excite surface plasmons because there is 
neither an uncertainty of momentum in the normal direction of the surface nor a "tan­
gential" component of the wave vector along the surface to satisfy the requirement of 
momentum conservation. However if the surface is rough and the dimension of the 
surface irregularities is comparable to a surface plasmon wavelength, this roughness 
would in effect relax the requirement of momentum conservation between the plas­
mon and incident photon [25]. Suppose that a grating surface with x and y directions 
in the surface is sinusoidally modulated with period d along the x direction with the 
grating rulings parallel to the y direction, and that the amplitude of grating is small 
with respect to the wavelength of light. The profile of the grating may be suitably 
represented by a Fourier expansion [26]: 
Z{x) = § (2.61) 
n=—oo 
As light is incident on the grating at an angle of incidence 0, the grating modifies the 
component of the wave vector parallel to the surface ^ 
kxn = -t- 2imld, (2.62) 
where Arg is the wave vector of light in vacuum and n is an integer. If the wave 
vector of the SP in the x direction is kx, it might be possible to satisfy the condition 
of momentum conservation kxn = kx with a proper value of n. Together with 
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energy conservation, a surface plcismon can be excited and the reflectivity reduced. In 
general, random surface roughness in one direction (grating-like, period in x direction) 
can be described by a set of Fourier expansions: 
Z{x) = E E (2.63) 
a=l n=—oo 
The corresponding modified wave vector for the incident light becomes: 
kxna = k^Q + 27cn/da. (2.64) 
In principle, it is always possible to excite surface plasmons on a rough surface because 
the requirement of momentum conservation can always be satisfied by some da and 
n, if the incident electric field hcis a component of polarization perpendicular to the 
corresponding gratings. 
One-electron Transitions 
Intraband Transitions 
At low photon energies, below the interband absorption edge, the optical proper­
ties of Ag and Cu are dominated by intraband transitions, which are due to electron 
scattering through a variety of mechanisms. The optical response for the intraband 
transitions can be described by the Drude model with two parameters, the plasma 
frequency wp and relaxation time r. The relation between the dielectric function, e, 
and the Drude parameters, WP and T, is given by [27]: 
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I .e.  
= 1--^ 
1 + 
U}^  
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
a;(l H-W^T^) 
Here we just consider the change of the dielectric function of a metal due to small 
changes of the Drude parameters. By taking the derivative of ti and e2, we have 
Aei = 
9cJp UT 
= —2e2WT' SojTp 2e2WT 6T 
wp 1 + T 
(2.68) 
Ae2 = 
du] dr 
= 2e2—+ ^ 2(1-2TC2—)—, 
Wp u;2' T 
(2.69) 
where Aej, Ae2, ^wp, and 6t, represent the small changes of ej^, 62, tt'p, and r, re­
spectively. From relations (2.33) and (2.34), together with relations (2.68) and (2.69), 
we have: 
Re 
Sf 
r  
_ o ["(^1 — 1) "" + ["^2 "t" ^(^1 ~ 1)1 
= 262 
[n(ei - 1) - A:e2]2 4- [nt2 + k{ti - 1)]2 wp 
2U}T 
+ ^2 
l+W^T ^[n(ei - 1) - ^£2] + (1 - 2Te2-j)[ne2 + ^ (^1 " 1)] 8t 
Im 
8f 
f 
[n(ei - 1) - kt2^ + [nc2 + - l)]^ 
= + k{ei - 1)]U;T + [n(ei - 1) - ke2] Sup 
(2.70) 
[n(ei - 1) - A:e2]2 + [ne2 + k{ei - 1)]2 wp 
2t"^2 + Mq - 1)] + (1 - 2TC2^)[n(ei - 1) - ke2] i+W 
+ C2- [n(ci - 1) - fce2]^ + ["^2 + " 1)]^ (2.71) 
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Therefore the anisotropy of the Drude parameters will cause an anisotropic optical 
response in the intraband region. We can check this point by inspecting the corre­
sponding spectra in our experiment. 
At higher photon energies, near or above the interband absorption edge, the 
optical properties of Ag and Cu are dominated by the interband transitions, though 
intraband transitions still exist. 
Interband Transitions 
Ag band structure The electronic band structure of Ag has been well stud­
ied. Fig.2.4 shows the band structure calculated by Christensen with the relativistic 
augmented-plane-wave method [28]. Our interest is particularly on the hatched area 
of the figure because only these bands are involved in the photon energy range in our 
experiment. This region is shown in greater detail in Fig. 2.5 [29]. The interband 
transitions occurring near L in Ag are strongly influenced by the existence of the 
Fermi surface. As shown in Fig. 2.5, since the p band is filled only up to the Fermi 
level, optical transitions can exist for photon energies above two thresholds, one with 
energy threshold 3.87 eV, a weak transition from the Fermi surface near the L point 
to a higher conduction band (the L2{Ejp) —> Lj transitions or p —> s), and the 
other with threshold energy 4.03 eV, a strong interband transition from a d band to 
the Fermi surface near the L point (the L3 —* or d —»• p). [15, 29, 30] The 
p —* s transitions and d ^ p transitions contribute differently to the total dielectric 
function, = eP~^^ + e^~*P. The decomposed imaginary part of the dielectric 
function is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
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Figure 2.4: Band structure of Ag [28]. The hatched area is of particular interest for 
optical interband absorption.-
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Figure 2.5; Detail of the band structure near L for Ag [15]. 
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Figure 2.6: Imaginary part of the dielectric constant for Ag: dotted line, calculated 
L2{Ep) —> Li contribution; dashed-dot lines, calculated —* L2{Ep) 
contribution; dashed line, total theoretical; solid line, experiment [15]. 
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Interband Transitions 
Cu band structure The band structure of Cu is shown in Fig. 2.7. In the 
1.5-5. 5  eV energy region, though the interband transitions occurring near the L point 
are still the main interband transitions as in Ag, interband transitions of Cu also will 
involve transitions near the X point. In other words, more bands will be involved for 
Cu, and e is more complicated. The decomposition of the interband contribution to 
the imaginary part e2('^) ^^e dielectric function from different band pairs is shown 
in Fig. 2.8 [17]. 
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Figure 2.7: Band structure of Cu [17]. 
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Figure 2.8: Band decomposition of the dielectric constant e2(^) The numbers 
refer to the bands in Fig.2.7, wich are numbered in order of increasing 
energy. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT 
Experimental Setup 
Optical Setup 
As described in Chapter 2, there are three types of experimental setups for 
measuring RD spectra. At the beginning of this work, we built a rotating polarizer 
system as in Fig. 2.1. We found that the output signal was distorted because our 
light source was partially polarized. We could not get perfectly unpolarized light, 
which is necessary in this configuration. It was hard to distinguish signals from the 
real anisotropy of a sample from those of the partially polarized light source in the 
rotating polarizer system. To overcome this problem, we built a rotating sample 
system (with an analyzer) as in Fig. 2.2. The rotating frequency was fixed to 54.5 
Hz to avoid 60 Hz power line noise. This system ran significantly better than the 
previous one. We were able to observe a real anisotropic signal in this system and to 
measure RD spectra. 
But the rotating-sample system still created relatively noisy signals and some 
distortion. Since the frequency of the rotation of the sample was limited to less than 
100 Hz due to the effect of mechanical vibrations, it was difficult to get rid of those 
low frequency electronic noise signals, which sometimes were rather large. In rotating 
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a sample, the noise induced by mechanical vibration is unavoidable. Furthermore, it 
is impossible to mount a sample with its surface exactly perpendicular to the rotation 
axis. A small off-axis angle would cause the reflected light beam to rotate while the 
sample rotates. In other words, the reflected light beam would hit different spots 
on a detector, which distorted the signal as the response of our detector in different 
spots was not uniform. Sometimes the effect of the rotating reflected light beam was 
not small and even completely overwhelmed real anisotropic signals. All these factors 
made us to decide to build a more sophisticated system - a photoelastic modulation 
system, which has proved to be a low noise system and the best of the three types. 
A schematic of the experimental arrangement is given in Fig. 2.3. The light 
source is a 75W Xe short-arc lamp [31]. Calcite Glan-Thomson prisms are used as the 
polarizer and the analyzer. A Hinds PEM-80 photoelastic modulator [20] is used to 
modulate the polarization of the light beam at 50 kHz. All plane mirrors and spherical 
concave mirrors with 0.5 m focal length have UV-enhanced aluminum coatings [32]. 
The monochromator is a EU-700 scanning monochromator [33]. Four glass filters, 
Schott BG24, WG305, GG395, and GG495, [32] are used in the wavelength ranges 
of 2200-3500 A, 3500-4500 A, 4500-5500 A, and 5500-8500 A, respectively, to block 
higher order diffraction. The BG24 was not necessary for this purpose, but during 
measurements there was a smaU discrepancy without the BG24 when the wavelength 
was changed from below 3500 A (without filter) to above 3500 A (with filter) because 
the image of the light source changes slightly when a filter is taken out. A UV-
enhanced, S20 response photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R562) is used as a detector. 
The sample holder is fixed on a 5-phase stepping motor [34] to control the orientation 
of a sample. The light beam from the lamp is collimated after a focusing mirror and 
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goes through one of the optical filters, the polarizer, and the photoelastic modulator 
operating at frequency a; = 50 kHz, and is reflected at near-normal incidence (less 
than 1° from the sample normal). The reflected beam passes through the analyzer 
and is focused by another mirror on the entrance aperture of the monochromator, then 
goes to the detector, directly mounted on the exit aperture of the monochromator 
to avoid stray light. There is a shutter between the light source and the polarizer. 
Each signal is measured twice, one with the shutter open and the other with shutter 
closed, to subtract a possible background noise signal. The DC and AC (w and 
2aj) components of the signal are meeisured by a voltmeter and a lock-in ampHfier, 
respectively. The orientations of the optical components are shown in Fig, 2,3. 
Optical Alignment 
It is very important to set accurately the angles of the polarizer, the analyzer, 
and the modulator. We used a Metrologic He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 6328 A 
as a light source to determine the angles. A calcite Glan-Thomson prism used as 
the polarizer is mounted on a high resolution 360° rotation stage (Model 471 [35]) 
and another calcite Glan-Thomson prism used as the analyzer is mounted on a mini-
goniometer [32] which allows partial rotation of the prism. We put the modulator 
between the polarizer and the analyzer and let the laser beam go through them and 
hit a screen behind the analyzer to form a red spot on the screen. At first, we turn 
off the modulator to create the same condition as if there is no modulator between 
the two prisms. By rotating the polarizer, we can make the red spot on the screen 
disappear completely, which means that the polarizer is perpendicular to the analyzer. 
After the two prisms are perpendicular to each other, when we turn on the modulator 
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we can observe that the red spot appears again on the screen. Then the polarizer 
and analyzer are rotated together, i.e. the two prisms are perpendicular to each 
other during the rotation, until the red spot disappears again. At this point, there 
should be no red spot on the screen whether the modulator is on or off, since now the 
polarizer is parallel to one of the two perpendicular principal axes of the modulator 
and the analyzer parallel to the other. To prevent the analyzer from deviating the 
beam upon rotation, we made an angle-adjustable prism holder mounted on the 
rotation stage so that the face of the prism for incident light can be accurately 
adjusted to be perpendicular to the axis of the rotation stage. Finally, we fixed the 
analyzer and rotated the polarizer to 45° as required. In this alignment, the naked 
eye is an adequate detector to decide accurately whether polarizer and analyzer are 
perpendicular to each other. 
Signal Processor 
The modulated light signal, including the three components, was received by 
the PM-tube which created an electronic signal (current) with corresponding DC, 
w, and 2u; AC signals. We used a preamplifier to amplify and separate the three 
components of the signal. The DC signal goes to a 8842A multimeter [37] which 
has an IEEE 488 interface (DV-488 [38]). The two AC signals go to a SR510 lock-in 
amplifier [36] with an RS232 interface. The output signals from both the multimeter 
and lock-in amplifier are processed by a computer (PC). A PS325 high voltage power 
supply [36] is used to provide the voltage for the PM-tube, which can be controlled 
by the PC. We wrote a Quick-BASIC program to control the whole system, including 
the orientation of the sample, the optical filters, wavelength of the monochromator. 
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Figure 3.1; Schematic diagram of the signal processor. 
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high voltage power supply for the PM-tube, the shutter, and data processing, as 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The main program for RD measurement is in the Appendix. 
To reduce the background noise from both the PM-tube itself and stray light, 
the DC component is measured twice: once with the shutter open DC(total) and the 
other with the shutter closed DC(dark). The real DC signal is DC = Z>C(total) — 
Z)C(dark). The DC signal is controlled to remain near 50 mV as long as the high 
voltage supply to the PM-tube is less than 1500 V. As the intensity of light gets so 
weak in certain energy ranges that the DC signal can not reach 50 mV without raising 
the high voltage above 1500 V, we keep the high voltage there at 1500 V to avoid 
damage to the PM-tube. Then the signal-to-noise ratio gets smaller. The DC(dark) 
measurement is necessary as the DC signal becomes small. 
For AC signals, it is not necessary to measure the signals with the shutter closed 
since they are much smaller than the signals with the shutter open according to our 
experience. We measure AC signals only with the shutter open. With the system on, 
we manually adjust the lock-in amplifier phase of the 50 kHz AC signal to the point 
that the output signal is as close to zero as possible. Then we add 90° to the phase 
so that the output reaches its maximum and record this phase PQ. We preset the 
lock-in amplifier phase to FQ for all 50 kHz signal measurements. To reduce error, for 
each wavelength we measure the 50 kHz signal at phases of PQ, PQ -^0 + 180°, 
and PQ -j-270°, it i.e. VQ, VqQ' ^180' ^270 signals correspondingly. The final 
50 kHz signal V is 
y = 2l^V'(Vo - nso)^ + (V90 - %o)2-
We deal with the 100 kHz signal in the same way as with the 50 kHz signal. 
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Sample Preparation 
A surface of a sample, such eis a surface with a (110) face, a vicinal surface which 
is 1° off the (110) face, etc., is carefully oriented by Laue diffraction patterns taken 
by a Phillips X-ray generator and Polaroid camera unit. 
Ag(llO) Surface 
The samples were an epitaxially-grown single-crystalline Ag thin film and single 
crystal Ag wafers with (110) and (111) surfaces. Single crystal thin films of noble 
metals can be grown ecisily on NaCl substrates [39]. The orientation of the thin film 
is the same as that of the NaCl surface. An NaCl single crystal with a (110) face 
was mechanically pohshed and used as a substrate for the Ag film. A high purity Ag 
— A ingot was melted by resistive heating in a Ta boat. The pressure was ~ 1 x 10 Torr 
before evaporation and rose to 5 x 10""® Torr during evaporation. The deposition 
rate was about 1 A/sec. The thickness, measured by Fizeau fringes, was 7850 A. 
X-ray diffraction showed that the film was indeed epitaxial, with a lattice parameter 
of 4.092 A, 0.006 A larger than that of the bulk. The peak widths were symmetric, 
but 0.156° broad, indicative of a homogeneous distribution of strain. We symbohze 
the thin film sample TFag. 
Single crystal samples were mechanically polished with a series of abrasives to 
a final grade of 0.05-/im-diameter alumina powder. After the mechanical polishing 
procedure, one of the single crystal (110) surfaces, SCagl, was chemically polished 
by immersion alternately in a 1:1 solution of 50 mo/% H2O2 and 0.42M NaCN in 
H2O and in a 0.77M aqueous solution of NaCN [44]. The rinse procedure is the 
same as in chemical etch 2 (see below). The chemical etch may need several cycles to 
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get a good surface. We call this etch chemical etch 1. An Ag(lll) surface was also 
prepared with chemical etch 1. The other two single crystal (110) surfaces, SCag2 and 
SCag3, were chemically polished by a method similar to that of Refs. [40, 41, 42, 43]. 
The chemical etching procedure includes three steps: 1) put the silver sample for 
10 seconds in a solution containing 4.8% Cr03, 4% HCl and 20% HCIO4, 2) for 20 
seconds in a solution of 4M H2SO4, and 3) for 5 minutes in a solution containing 25% 
NH3. After each step, the sample surface needs to be carefully rinsed; first rinsed 
with deionized water, then with ordinary water, and finally with deionized water 
again. Then the deionized water remaining on the surface can be blown off with 
nitrogen gas. This procedure of rinse and dry is important to get a spotless shining 
surface. Though the time for each step does not need to be accurate, if the sample is 
in the first solution for more than 30 seconds, the surface might become rough. We 
call this etching procedure chemical etch 2. SCag2 and SCag3 are cut from different 
crystal rods and may have a little difference in quality. A vicinal surface of Ag(llO) 
was prepared using chemical etch 2, cut approximately 1° off the (110) face of SCag3 
along the [001] direction. 
Cu(llO) Surface 
In the same way as for Ag(llO), we prepared three types of Cu(llO) samples: 
two single crystal Cu wafers and an epitaxial Cu thin film both with (110) surfaces, 
symbolized as SCcul, SCcu2, and TFcu, respectively. The Cu wafers SCcul and 
SCcu2 were mechanically polished by the same method as used for Ag. SCcul was 
then chemically polished by immersing the sample in a solution of 10 pt HNO3, 40 pt 
glatial acetic acid, and 25 pt H2PO4 for about 5 seconds. We repeated the mechanical 
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polishing and chemical etching several times to get a smooth, shiny Cu(llO) surface. 
. 1 9  o  SCcu2 was electropolished in a solution of ^ HNO3 and ^ methanol at —70 C. The 
epitaxial Cu thin film was also grown on a well prepared NaCl(llO) surface, based 
on the same idea and technique as used in growing the Ag thin film. The Cu thin 
film has a (110) surface, the same orientation as the substrate [39]. X-ray diffraction 
showed a fee Cu phase on the surface, with a lattice constant of 3.61 A, the same 
as bulk Cu. The peak widths were symmetric, but 0.128° broad, indicative of a 
homogeneous distribution of strain. 
Measurement 
By measuring the u component of the intensity and rotating the sample in 
small increments at a photon energy of 1.5 eV, we obtained a near-sinusoidal lu){0) 
(intensity of emerging light) vs. 6 (orientation of the sample) for each (110) sample, 
such as Fig. 3.2, as expected from Eq. (2.51). The reason for setting the energy at 
1.5 eV is just for convenience since it is the starting energy in our measurements. 
When the near-sinusoidal signal was very small at that energy, we chose another 
photon energy to get a relatively large near-sinusoidal signal for a (110) surface. 
As a near-sinusoidal signal was obtained, our program was able to search for the 
orientation of the sample corresponding to the maximum intensity and rotate the 
sample to this orientation. According to the Eq. (2.51) this led to an accurate 45° 
orientation of the sample. Then the whole spectrum 6r/f was measured at the fixed 
sample orientation of 0 = 45°. The same measurements were made for some (111) 
surfaces (Ag(lll), Si(lll) etc.), where no anisotropy is expected, and there was no 
such sinusoidal variation within our experimental precision. Those data of the (111) 
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surfaces scattered randomly with 0.  The maximum scatter was approximately two 
orders of magnitude smaller than the peaks of the corresponding curve for (110). 
The RD spectra were measured for three differently prepared Ag(llO) surfaces, one 
vicinal surface of Ag(llO), and three differently prepared Cu(llO) surfaces. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, since the measurement is carried out near-normal 
incidence, we have to consider the contribution from the difference between Rs and 
Rp to the RD spectrum. If we set the incident angle (f>= 1°, for Ag at a photon energy 
3.9 (eV), the real part of the complex index of refraction n = 1.30 and the complex 
D D ^ 
dielectric function e = 1.55 + i0.94 [45], from Eq. (2.41), we have ^^ ^ « 10~^ for 
a perfectly smooth sample surface. Sometimes, this contribution may significantly 
distort the RD spectra. To avoid this and any other spurious anisotropy signal due 
to the system, we measured the RD spectra for a sample not only at 45°, but also 
135°, 225°, and 315°, and then combined the four RD data to get a mean value, or 
made a corresponding correction when we performed the measurement just at 45°. 
With this procedure, spurious anisotropy such as that due to finite incidence angle 
will be minimized, and sample anisotropy will be preserved. 
Spectra of the bulk dielectric functions were measured by Rhee, using a rotating-
analyzer ellipsometer [46]. The thin films were oriented in such a way that the [001] 
direction and [lIO] direction are perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence, 
respectively, since there are no off-diagonal elements in the complex dielectric function 
matrix in this orientation. For the single crystal samples, the sample surfaces were 
just mechanically polished in order to deform the crystal structure of the surfaces 
randomly. The mechanical polishing can make a single crystal sample surface almost 
amorphous, giving an isotropic optical response in the surface. In these ways, the 
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spectra of the bulk dielectric functions were obtained for both thin film and single 
crystal samples through ellipsometry measurements. 
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Figure 3.2: Intensity of the 50 kHz signal as a function of the Ag(l 10) sample SCagl 
orientation at a photon energy of 2 eV. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The geometric and electronic structures of the surface of a crystal are different 
from the bulk structure, which may cause different optical properties. In an infinite 
fee crystal with m3m symmetry, the optical properties are isotropic, because the 
dielectric tensor can be diagonalized with all three components on the diagonal equal, 
i.e. the dielectric function is an isotropic scalar quantity in a bulk fee crystal. The 
isotropic optical properties may or may not continue to exist as the bulk is terminated 
with a surface. On the (100) and (111) surfaces the symmetries are reduced to 4mm 
and 3m respectively, which are associated with uniaxial dielectric tensors. But the 
optical properties remain polarization independent as long as the polarization of 
the incident light is parallel to the surface (the optic axis being perpendicular to 
the surface). This is verified by the measurements of RD spectra on Ag(lll) and 
Cu(lOO) surfaces, which showed no noticeable structure throughout the whole energy 
range, i.e., the Ag(lll) surface and Cu(lOO) are optically isotropic as expected. The 
same isotropic results would be expected on Ag(lOO) and Cu(lll) surfaces. However, 
on the (110) surface the symmetry is reduced to mm2, causing a biaxial dielectric 
tensor, which gives rise to polarization anisotropy even when the polarization of the 
light is parallel to the surface. This anisotropy was observed in our measurements on 
the Ag(llO) and Cu(llO) samples. 
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Ag(llO) 
Fig. 4.1 shows the measured RD spectrum of the Ag(llO) surface of the single 
crystal sample SCagl: a strong and broad negative peak around 3.4 eV, a sharp 
positive peak around 3.82 eV, and two negative peaks around 3.92 eV and 4.4 eV. 
Fig. 4.2 shows the RD spectra of the single crystal SCag2: a very broad positive 
peak around 3 eV, a sharp positive peak around 3.8 eV, and a sharp negative peak 
around 3.9 eV. Fig. 4.3 shows the RD spectrum of the epitaxial thin film TFag: a 
broad positive peak around 3.48 eV, a sharp positive peak around 3.8 eV, and a sharp 
negative peak around 3.9 eV. The RD spectra of SCag2 and TFag are very similar. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the RD spectrum of the single crystal SCag3: a broad and very tiny 
structure around 3.4 eV, a very large positive around 3.8 eV, and a negative peak 
around 3.94 eV. For comparision, we combine Figs. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 in Fig. 4.5. 
By inspecting these spectra, we find that the energy 3.6 eV might divide the whole 
energy range into two parts according to line shapes and energy positions of the peaks. 
Below 3.6 eV, the line shapes and energy positions of the peaks are different from one 
sample to another. Above 3.6 eV, the RD spectra of all Ag(llO) samples give quite 
similar line shapes and almost the same peak energy positions. An intrinsic reason 
for these two energy ranges is that the optical properties are dominated by intraband 
transitions below 3.6 eV and by interband transitions above 3.6 eV. The RD spectra 
mainly reflect extrinsic properties of a sample, such as surface condition, and intrinsic 
properties, such as band structures, in the energy ranges of the intraband transitions 
and interband transitions, respectively. We first discuss the intraband transition 
range and then concentrate on the interband transition range. For convenience in 
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Figure 4.1: Real part of the reflectance-difference spectrum for the Ag(llO) sample 
SCagl. 
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Figure 4.2: Real part of the reflectance-difference spectrum for the Ag(llO) sample 
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Figure 4.3: Real part of the reflectance-difference spectrum for the Ag(llO) sample 
TFag. 
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SCag3. 
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discussion, we set ARfR  = 2Re[5f/f] [60], where AR =  ~ -^[001] ^ ~ 
(il[12Q] + -^[OOI]^/^' ® ^ directions in Sec. 3 correspond to [110] and [001], 
respectively. 
Intraband Transitions 
In the intraband transition range, the optical anisotropy of metals is due to the 
anisotropy of the Drude parameters, as discussed in Chapter 2. Both the effective 
mass (and therefore the plasma frequency wp) and the relaxation time r may be 
anisotropic because of the anisotropy of the band structure and its lowered degeneracy 
in the surface. From Eq. (2.70) and dielectric functions from Ref. [45], we find that the 
magnitude of Re 6 f  
"r" 
has one sign and increases monotonically as the photon energy 
increases in the Drude range, for either small anisotropy in the plasma frequency, 
Awp, and/or relaxation time. AT. This phenomenon is observed in the RD spectra 
of all Ag(llO) samples below around 3 eV. The results shows the anisotropy of the 
Drude parameters, wp and r, really contribute to the anisotropic RD spectra in this 
Drude region. Besides the monotonic increase in the Drude region, we see some peaks 
in energy range roughly from 3 eV to 3.6 eV. In this energy range, the negative peak 
at 3.44 eV for sample SCagl is much larger than those for SCag2 and TFag, and 
there is almost no peak for SCag3. 
SCagl showed directional etch pits, forming parallel lines along the [001] direc­
tion. The distance between adjacent lines is ~ 100/i. The elongated pits with long 
axes along [001] have different sizes, approximately from Ifi to 10/z in dimension. 
(110) surfaces are chemically anisotropic, and evidently the etch used on SCagl is 
inferior to that used on SCag2, leaving a rougher surface, although not one that was 
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noticeably inferior to the naked eye. The anisotropic roughness must be presumed 
to occur also on a smaller length scale. The large negative peak in the RD spectrum 
of SCagl is only qualitatively understood at this moment because we do not know 
the actual surface morphology and detailed scattering mechanisms. The large RD 
spectrum below 3.6 eV is due to surface plasmon excitation on this relatively rough 
surface. The reflectance difference between smooth and rough surfaces of Ag were 
measured [63, 64] and 2{Rs — Rr)/{Rs + Rr), where the subscripts r and s stand for 
rough and smooth, respectively, showed a large peak around 3.5 eV due to surface 
plasmon excitation [64]. Since SCagl has a grating-hke rough surface as described 
above (along with roughness on a smaller length scale), the profile of its roughness 
can simply be modeled by a Fourier expansion along [lIO] direction, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. Each set of wave vectors nk and amplitudes Zn in such an expansion 
is able to give rise to a relation kn = kQ + nk, where A;Q is the component of the 
wave vector of the incident light parallel to the surface (in our case A:Q = 0), n is an 
integer. When this matches the surface plasmon wave vector kp, i.e. kp = kn, and 
Zn is not negligible, then momentum conservation for SP excitation can be fulfilled 
and photons are absorbed. On a rough surface, some SP excitation will always be 
possible [65]. Because of the visible directional roughness (etch pits) on the surface of 
SCagl and the shape of its RD spectrum, we believe that similar directional rough­
ness must continue to exist down to the atomic scale, which will create large enough 
wave vectors kn with suitable Zn values to excite SP. Furthermore, the Fourier 
expansions along different directions give different sets of nk and Zn, which will pro­
duce different probabilities (proportional to Zn) to excite surface plasmons [26] by 
polarized photons impinging on the surface. Therefore, because the surface roughness 
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was anisotropic, surface plasmon excitation is anisotropic even though the plasmon 
dispersion relation may be isotropic [6, 11]. Since a plasma oscillation in a metal is 
a longitudinal excitation of the conduction electron gas, only as the polarization of 
photons is perpendicular to the grating, it is possible to excite SP. For SCagl, as the 
polarization is perpendicular to the [001] direction (along the [110] direction), the SP 
is excited in the direction [110]. Therefore, the reflectance along [lIO] is smaller than 
that along [001], and gave a negative peak in the RD spectrum. The positive peaks 
of SCag2 and TFag may also caused by directional roughness along [110]. 
This SP mechanism was checked by the measurement of an RD spectrum of a 
single crystal vicinal Ag(llO) surface 1° off (110) in the [001] direction. The spectrum 
is shown in Fig. 4.6. A surface 1° from (110) should have atomic steps with spacings 
of ~ 80 A for Ag. These, if uniformly spaced, cause surface roughness which can 
generate SP whose wave vector is 27r/(step width) (~ 7.8 X 10 ^ A ^). With this 
wave vector the SP energy is close to 3.5 eV [6, 64], Since the vicinal surface ideally 
is rougher than a Ag(llO) surface, it is more likely to excite SP. The strong peak 
of the RD spectra of the vicinal surface is located at 3.48 eV, close to the expected 
energy of the SP. 
The magnitude of the RD peak for SCagl is larger than for SCag2 and TFag. 
The NaCN chemical polishing process (chemical etch 1) may cause a thicker oxide 
layer than that on the other two samples, since the first solution oxidizes the Ag 
and the second removes the oxide, perhaps incompletely. For a transparent film of 
refractive index n and thickness d A on a bulk material of dielectric function 
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Figure 4.6: Real part of the reflectance-difference spectrum for a vicinal surface 
of Ag(llO), cut approximately 1° off the (110) face along the [001] 
direction. 
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ci — ie2, at normal incidence, [62] 
R-Rn  _  Sirrf <-o(n  - I )  ,1 
t o  ~  ' 
An oxide with real refractive index > 1 will rapidly increase the magnitude of the 
negative quantity {R — Rq)/Rq with increasing thickness d, where R and i?Q corre­
spond to surtaces with and without an oxide layer, respectively. The smaller R due 
to a thicker oxide layer may cause the larger ARIR in the RD spectrum of SCagl 
even if AR were about the same as for the other two samples. Since the magnitudes 
of their peaks were also similar, the surfaces of TFag and SCag2 had approximately 
equal, but smaller oxide thickness. Furthermore, though the big scale of directional 
roughness of SCagl may not contribute to the excitation of SP, it certainly reduced 
the denominator R, and therefore also made its RD spectrum larger. The RD spec­
trum of sample SCag3 shows almost no SP peak. Hence, SCagB has a very smooth 
surface, SCag2 and TFag are a little rougher, and SCagl is the roughest sample of 
the four. Through the SP peaks of the RD spectra, we may see the surface quality 
of a sample. 
Interband Transition 
In the interband transition range, the RD spectra for all of the Ag(llO) surfaces 
consistently show quite similar line shapes and almost the same peak positions: a 
positive peak at around 3.8 eV and a negative peak at around 3.9 eV. The magnitude 
of the RD spectra around 3.8 eV is large compared to that of other materials. For 
GaAs(lOO) and Ge(llO) the measured anisotropy is less than 1% and for Si(llO) it 
is ~ 1% at critical points [53], while the magnitude of the RD spectrum of SCag3 
around 3.8 eV is ~ 11%. This is due to the fact that the free electron contribution 
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to the absorption ahnost vanishes and the reflectivity is very small (an order of 1%). 
The small denominator makes the RD spectrum large and its magnitude unstable 
(varying from 1.2% to 11% among the four samples). The RD spectra of TFag and 
SCag2 are small compared to that of SCagl and SCag3. The difference in the peak 
value probably is due to the different oxide overlayers as mentioned above. 
The line shape of this two-peak structure looks as though it could originate 
from a single large negative peak in the reflectivity spectrum R{E). To check this, 
we took a derivative of R{E) [45] with respect to energy E, which has one single 
minimum around 3.9 eV, and find the two-peak structure in the RD spectra is quite 
well reproduced in the calculated spectrum similarity of the 
RD and ^ spectra indicates that the difference of reflectivities between [001] and 
[lIO] may originate from different shifts of the onset of interband transitions in these 
two directions. The energy position of the two-peak structure is close to the energies 
of two interband transitions near the Z-point in the bulk BZ [15, 16]. One is the 
onset of the bulk interband transitions, L^tiE-p) —> I-j, where I<2/(£^p) is a p-like 
level not far below the Fermi surface and is in an empty 5-like conduction band. 
The other is » L2i{Ey) transitions, where L3 is a filled c?-band. 
The origin of the optical anisotropy of the Ag(llO) surface in the interband 
region may be explained by the splitting of the bulk Z«-bands at the surface. Since 
the charge distribution and the potential are different from those of the bulk, the 
8-fold degeneracy of the bulk bands at the i-point is lifted. There are 8 equivalent 
i-points in the bulk BZ for a perfect Ag crystal. For one of these, e.g., [Ill], the 
Z3 —+ L2i{Ey) transitions {d —» p), occurring for e normal to [111], but not for e 
parallel to [111]. This result can be briefly shown through a calculation of the optical 
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matrix element [e i . e .  the selection rule for transitions. Here p ~ r 
is the electric dipole moment and e is the polarization direction of light. The L  
point has symmetry in a fee crystal. If the z axis is aligned along the threefold 
axis, i.e. along the [111] direction in the original coordinate system, the initial state 
wavefunctions {d like state) have the forms of {xz, yz) and (x^ — xy) and 
the final state wavefunction t p j {L2 / )  (p like state) has the form of z .  [47] For eHz, we 
have e • p z and 
(V'i(i3) | e - P l ^/(V)) 
{x z \ z \ z ) ,  { y z \ z \ z )  
( x ^  - y ' ^ \ z \ z ) ,  { xy \ z \ z ) .  
{ x z \ z \ z ) ,  { y z \ z \ z ) ,  and {xy \ z \ z )  are zero, since they are odd functions of a; or 
y .  ( x ^  — y^  \ z \  z ^  i s  a l so  ze ro  fo r  symmetry  cons idera t ions ,  l^ j  z ^  =  \ z \  z ^ .  
Therefore ^^^(£3) |e • p|^y(Z,2/)) is equal to zero due to e||0. On the other hand, 
for e±z, we have e • p ~ a;, y and 
{x z \ x \ z ) ,  { y z \ x \ z ) ,  { x z \ y \ z ) ,  { y z \ y \ z )  
|a.| 2^ , (xy |x| z), {x^ - |j,| z) , {xy |y| z). 
{y z  |x| z ) ,  { x z  |j/| z ) ,  ( x ^  -  j /2 |i| {xy  [x] z ) ,  ( x ^  -  |y| z ^  and {xy  |y| z )  will also 
go to zero by the same considerations as before. But two terms, (x2:|x|2) and 
{y^ I2/I z)i are not zero. Hence for e||«, |e • p| ^ y(Z/2/)) is not equal to zero. In 
other words, for one Z-point, the —> L2f{E-p) transitions are anisotropic. But the 
sum over all 8 Z-points of |e • p| for transitions of either type is isotropic. 
When the 8 Z-points are projected onto the (110) plane, four of them, ± (1,1,1) rc /a  
and ± (1,1, —1) 7r/a, go to the X point and the other four, ± (1, —1,1) 7r/a and 
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± (—1,1,1) 7r/a, to the M point (see Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). These states, still degener­
ate, give no anisotropy until the perturbation by the surface potential is considered. 
This potential, which may not be small within the first atomic layer or two, will split 
the states at X from those at Af, and cause a mixing of the wave functions. Such 
splittings are small and similar to modulating the original energy levels. Since the 
imaginary part of dielectric function C2 is directly related to interband transitions, 
the splitting will contribute to the differential spectrum of C2 a component resembling 
±de2ldE, where E is the photon energy. Furthermore, the mixed wave function is a 
linear combination of the corresponding original bulk wavefunctions, and therefore, 
the mixing will contribute to the polarization difference a component resembling 62 
itself. (See the end of this chapter.) The inequivalent projections of the 8 i-points 
onto the SBZ cause diiferent splittings, hence, the transitions occur at different energy 
for different polarizations. 
To check this picture we first calculate the imaginary part of the dielectric func­
tion Ae2 from experimental measurements. Since SCag3 has the best surface condi­
tion of the four samples, we concentrate on the result for SCag3. Using Eq. (2.32) and 
the RD spectrum for SCag3, together with the dielectric function from ellipsometric 
measurements [46], Ae2 (= Im[Ae]), was calculated. Here Ae2 s £2^^ — 
A characteristic penetration depth (for which the wave penetrates into the conductor) 
is only on the order of 100 A [49]. In this distance, the dielectric function is inhomo-
geneous along the normal direction to the surface. In the optical wavelength range, 
the bulk electromagnetic response of a cubic crystal is isotropic and the anisotropic 
optical properties could only come from a few atomic layers on a lower symmetry 
surface. It is hard to define a dielectric function for a few atomic surface layers. 
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A 
A 
Figure 4.7: Bulk Brillouin zone for Ag(llO) with one quarter (shaded area) of the 
(110) surface Brillouin zone (SBZ). Solid dots label bulk zone synunetry 
points. Symmetry points in the SBZ are labelled in parentheses. Two 
of the 8 bulk L-points are shown on, or projected on, the SBZ where 
they lie at inequivalent points. 
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Figure 4.8: The Ag(llO) projected band structure together with surface states 
(marked A and B) and surface resonances (dashed lines). The inset 
shows the orientation of the SBZ with respect to the cubic symmetry 
axes [4]. There are more resonances above £p [48]. 
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Table 4.1: Fitting result for the Ag(llO) sample SCag3 
e||[001] e||[110] 
Shift (eV) Intensity Shift(eV) Intensity 
3.7 to 4.1 eV 
^1 
X3 L^ / {Ey )  
0.035 0.491 
-0.027 0.597 
0.138 0.159 
0.134 0.144 
Through the optical measurement, one can only get an average response from the 
penetration depth. Since we are deahng with an anisotropic effect that vanishes in 
the bulk, and we measure over a surface layer with the thickness about the optical 
penetration depth within which a dielectric function changes rapidly, we are really 
talking about an effective or pseudo dielectric function here (for more accuracy, one 
may need to use three-phase model, air, a surface-layer, and bulk, to calculate the 
dielectric function of the surface layer). Then we used the model dielectric functions 
for the L2f{E-p) —* and —> L2f{E-p) transitions given in Ref. [15]. These 
two transitions have different surface energy shifts in direction and magnitude, and 
contribute differently to the resultant dielectric functions for different polarizations. 
We shifted the model dielectric functions to model the surface dielectric functions 
and took the difference between the two linear combinations to get Ac2- Eight pa­
rameters were used to fit the experimental data; 4 energy shifts and 4 intensities for 
the different polarizations and the different transitions. The best fit result is shown 
in Fig. 4.9 and the 8 parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. In this fitting we 
assumed that the model dielectric functions shift rigidly at the surface. The fitting 
results are reasonably good. 
The resulting Ac2 spectrum is shown in Figs. 4.9 in the interband transition 
threshold regions. The best-fit result shows that there is some intensity difference 
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between the different polarizations for both transitions. This difference is not due 
to the inequivalent projections of the £-points onto the Ag(llO) surface, but to 
the change of the dipole matrix elements via the change of wave functions at the 
surface. At the surface, the small difference between the potential of the bulk and 
that of the surface not only lifts the degeneracy but also changes the wave functions, 
which produces the difference of the intensities between the different polarizations. 
8 I 2 ^ I /  I I \  l2 
^ |e • p j  does not change with e but ^  |e ' Pj10f)| does. Therefore the 
J=1 _ 
intensity difference can be generated by the change in wave function at the X point 
at the surface due to the perturbation. 
Although the connection between structures in the RD spectra and the bulk 
interband transitions is not as obvious as for the C2 spectra, the small differences 
in the energies of structures in the RD spectra can be explained as above since the 
anisotropy originates from the shifts of these interband transitions. The electronic 
charge distribution at the surface is different from that of the bulk. The electronic 
charge density does not vanish abruptly at the termination of crystal. Rather it 
vanishes smoothly or even protrudes outside the surface [61]. This causes band 
bending at the surface. Together with some changes of the wave functions, this will 
change the position of the Fermi level and, therefore, the relative shifts of all three 
Ii-bands. The different surface treatments induce different changes in the surface 
electronic structure and, hence, different Fermi level shifts. Therefore the transitions 
occur at different energies for differently prepared samples. Also, from Fig. 4.8, we 
can see there are many surface resonance bands near the energy of bulk band L^, 
and also near the Fermi level (not shown). Surface resonances, together with surface 
states, have important contributions to the surface anisotropic response, because they 
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Figure 4.9: The best-fit result for the difference of the imaginary part of the complex 
dielectric functions of the Ag(llO) sample SCag3 in the energy range of 
the interband transition threshold (3.7—4.1 eV). 
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have much large energy shifts from surface effects than do bulk band states. 
A non-local electromagnetic model has been developed by Tarriba et al. [50] and 
used by Borensztein et al. to interpret their RA results [14] which are quite similar 
to our measurements. The origin of the anisotropy is due to the existence of localized 
dipole resonances located at the Ag atom sites of the fee lattice. The electrostatic 
interactions between the corresponding dipoles, screened by the Ag free electrons, 
depend on the direction of the applied electric field with respect to the surface, 
leading to different shifts of the resonance for the [001] and [lIO] directions [14]. 
Since the d orbitals are well localized, it is assumed that the interband transitions 
generate dipole moments only in small regions localized near the ionic core positions, 
where there is a large overlap between the d and s — p wavefunctions, and that 
outside these regions the conduction electron gas is homogeneous. In other words, 
the crystal can be simpUfied as each lattice is replaced by an effective dipole lattice 
with a homogeneous and isotropic electron gas background, which can be neglected 
when we consider the anisotropic response of the dipoles. The effective dipole moment 
p^- on the i-th lattice site is given by [50] 
where EQ = ,EV ,  j t g )  is the external field with E^  screened by the dielectric 
response. 
independent of position, i.e., of proximity to the surface, to be isotropic, and related 
(4.2) 
= 1 - u;g/{uP' + i u r ) ,  (4.3) 
of the conduction electron gas, Tj^j = dipole-dipole interaction, 
and p •/ is the image of the dipole p»-. The bulk polarizability a is assumed to be 
J  • '  
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to e through the Clausius-Mossotti relation [66] 
(e -  e^)/(e + 2eg)  =  ^ i rna l ^ ,  (4.4) 
where n is the number density. At normal incidence, the surface conductivity [67] a 
is defined through i|| = £rE|j(0), where i = /d^(j — i^)/A, j is the electric current 
near the surface, jg its bulk value, and a the area of the sample. Then a is given 
by [68, 50] 
<T = -tua—^^ "—r (4.5 
Y {pb)\\  
where the sum is taken over the crystalline planes /. Therefore, the complex reflection 
coeflScient for normal incidence is given by [68, 67] 
where f j = (Ve —1)/(\/^+1) is the Fresnel reflectance. From Eq. (4.6), the complex 
reflection coefficient can be calculated along the [001] direction and the [110] direction. 
The calculated results [14] match our result too. The surface geometry asymmetry 
is more emphasized in this model. It would be useful to use our model to get an 
an iso t rop ic  po la r izab i l i ty  fo r  use  in  the  model  o f  Tar r iba  e t  a l .  
The same interpretation should apply to similar spectra for Cu(llO), but with 
structures shifted to the expected energies. 
Cu(llO) 
As shown in Fig. 4.10, the shapes of the two measured RD spectra of the Cu(llO) 
surfaces of the single crystal SCcul and the epitaxial film TFcu are quite similar. 
There are two anisotropic structures in both spectra: one around 2.2 eV and the 
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Figure 4.10: Real part of the reflectance-diiFerence spectra for the Cu(llO) samples 
SCcul and TFcu. 
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other above 4.0 eV. Such similarity indicates that the two structures do not depend 
on surface preparation because the surface preparations for the two samples were 
completely different. One possibility is that the two structures may reflect some in­
trinsic feature of crystalline copper related to the (110) surface. The other possibility 
is that both samples are heavily oxidized so that the RD spectra are determined by 
the copper oxide overlayer. Also, both surfaces of the samples could be rough. From 
these two spectra we can see that they are not identical and have a slight differ­
ence in magnitude. This difference probably comes from the difference of the surface 
preparations which may induce different thicknesses, or even composition, of the ox­
ide layers for the two samples. The chemically polished single crystal had a slightly 
thicker layer than that of the thin film, since the chemical etch oxidized the Cu(llO) 
surface. The thicker the oxide layer, if nonabsorbing, the larger the magnitude in RD 
spectrum. To avoid heavy surface oxidation during the surface treatment, another 
Cu(llO), SCcu2, was prepared by electropohshing, which is assumed to be the best 
way to reduce the oxide layer. The RD spectrum on SCcu2 is quite different from the 
previous two. There are more structures on the RD spectrum of SCcu2, two positive 
peaks around 2.2 eV and 3 eV, a negative shoulder around 3.5 eV, and a negative 
peak around 4.2 eV. And the magnitude also is much smaller than those for Ag(llO) 
surfaces, which is reasonable, as shown in Fig. 4.11. 
First, let us check the Drude region. From the same argument as for Ag(llO), 
both the plasma frequency Wp and the relaxation time r may be anisotropic and 
cause the RD to be different from zero in the intraband transition range. According 
to Eq. (2.70) and dielectric functions from Ref. [45], Re Sr  
~F  monotonically increases 
as the photon energy increases in the Drude range, for small anisotropy in the plasma 
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Figure 4.11: Real part of the reflectance-difference spectrum for the Cu(llO) sample 
SCcu2. 
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frequency, Awp, and relaxation time. AT. This is observed in the RD spectra of all 
Cu(llO) samples 1.5—2 eV (free electron region). The results show the anisotropy 
of the Drude parameters, wp and T, really contribute to the anisotropic RD spectra 
in this Drude region. It is possible that the oxide layer and the roughness make the 
anisotropy of the Drude parameters more pronounced on some RD spectra than on 
others. From the polishing procedures and the RD spectra, we believe the surface 
of SCcu2 is better than those of SCcul and TFcu. In the following discussion, we 
concentrate on the SCcu2 sample. 
In our measurement, the energy range covers several bulk interband transition 
energies [51, 17]. According to the measurements on Ag(llO) surfaces such bulk 
interband transitions may cause the anisotropic structures in the RD spectrum of 
(110) surface. The RD spectrum of the Ag(llO) surface shows a two-peak structure 
around the interband transition threshold because of the splitting of the bulk bands 
at the L-points in the Brillouin zone (BZ) due to the surface perturbation. Therefore, 
the measured RD spectra of Cu(llO) may also be explained by similar splittings of 
the bulk-like bands of copper at the surface. 
Following the same procedure as in the case of Ag(llO), we first calculate 
Ae2 •" ^2^^^^^^' difference of the imaginary parts of the dielectric 
function (actually, the pseudo-dielectric function, due to inhomogeneity in the z-
direction) in the two directions for Cu(llO). From Eq. (2.32), the Sfff spectrum, and 
the measured bulk dielectric function, we can calculate Ae2 (= Im[Ae]) = — 
Therefore, the Ae2 spectrum can be obtained directly from our <5r/r and e 
spectra. By inspecting the Ae2 spectrum (see below) of the SCcu2 sample, we find 
there are several structures in the Ae2 spectrum: peaks around 2.04 eV, 2.6 eV, 3.5 
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eV, 3.9 eV,and 4.42 eV. 
There are eight equivalent L-points and six equivalent X-points in the bulk BZ 
for a fee lattice. The sum over all 8 L-points of |e" Pj|^/)P independent 
of the direction of polarization e, i.e. isotropic transitions, though an individual 
point may give an anisotropic contribution to £2- the same way, the sum of the 
contributions of all six X-points is also isotropic. The states are degenerate. But the 
situation will change when the bulk is terminated with a (110) surface. The isotropic 
properties will not exist any more. Let FX, FA"', and TM represent [001], [lIO], and 
[ill] directions on the (110) surface, respectively.[4] As the 8 Z-points are projected 
on to  the  (110)  sur face ,  four  o f  them,  ±  (1 ,1 ,1 )  i r / a  and  ±  (1 ,1 ,  —1)  i r / a ,  go  to  the  X 
point and the other four, db (1, —1,1) 7r/a and ± (—1,1,1) 7r/a, to the M point. Also, 
as the 6 X-points are projected onto the same surface, two of them, ± (0,0,1) n/a, go 
to the X point, and the other four, ± (1,0,0) ir/a and ± (0,1,0) ir/a, to the X^ point. 
When we consider the surface perturbation, the states at the inequivalent points may 
no longer be degenerate, as they were in the bulk, i.e., the bulk bands may split and 
give anisotropic transitions. 
We now concentrate on three small energy ranges around the structures in the 
Ae2 spectra, i . e . ,  2 to 3 eV, 3 to 4 eV, and 4 to 4.5 eV. In the energy range of 2 
to 3 eV, there are two major bulk state transitions: from bands 4 and 5 to band 
(21) 6, i . e .  4 —»• 6 and 5—^6 transitions, which are related to Lg ' —> £p(I(2/) and 
(<)L \  
Z/g ' —> £^{1^2/) transitions, respectively. These two transitions have different 
surface energy shifts in direction and magnitude, and contribute differently to the 
resultant dielectric functions for different polarizations. As for Ag(llO), we shifted the 
threshold energies and, rigidly, the corresponding model dielectric functions above the 
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Table 4.2; Fitting result for the Cu(llO) sample SCcu2 
e IIIOOI] e ll[110] 
Shift(eV) Intensity Shift(eV) Intensity 
2 to 3 eV 
4 -4 6(1) -0.035 0.024 -0.034 0.027 
5 6(1 )  -0.151 0.005 0.080 0.002 
3 to 4 eV 
3 -> 6{L)  0.028 0.015 0.099 0.008 
4 -4 eCA-) 0.114 0.009 -0.147 0.008 
5 6(X) -0.046 0.009 0.030 0.013 
4 to 4.5 eV 
5 -> 6(X) -0.077 0.009 0.123 0.009 
6 7{L)  -0.006 0.002 0.113 0.001 
threshold to model the surface dielectric functions and took the difference between the 
two linear combinations to get Ae2- 8 parameters were used to fit the experimental 
data; 4 energy shifts and 4 intensities for the different polarizations and the different 
transitions. In this fitting we assumed that the model dielectric functions shift rigidly 
in energy at the surface. From 3 to 4 eV, the dominant transitions are from band 
3 to band 6, the threshold being to E^{L2f) transitions, and 4 —> 6, and 
5 —)• 6 transitions, both are related to X5 —» X^f transitions. In this range, the 
fitting process is the same as in the 2 to 3 eV range, but with 12 fitting parameters. 
From 4 to 4.5 eV, the dominant transitions are the 5 —» 6 and 6 —> 7 transitions, 
which are related to ^^5 —> and EYiL^t) Li, respectively, and the fitting 
process is the same as in the 2 to 3 eV range. The validity of the rigid band-shift 
model is discussed below. The best fit results are shown in Figs. 4.12, 4.12, and 4.14, 
and the fitting parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. As we can see in the figures, 
all fits are good. 
In order to check the validity of the rigid band-shift model the band structure of 
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Figure 4.12: The best-fit result for the difference of the imaginary part of the com­
plex dielectric functions of Cu(llO) in the energy range of the interband 
transition threshold (2—3 eV). 
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Figure 4.13: The best-fit result for the difference of the imaginary part of the com­
plex dielectric functions of Cu(llO) in the energy range of interband 
transitions (3—4 eV). 
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sitions (4—4.5 eV). 
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bulk copper and its dielectric function were calculated by Rhee, using the linearized-
augmented-plane-wave method within the local density approximation with the cal­
culation methods described in Ref. [52]. We especially paid attention to the intensities 
of transitions from different k-points with energies near the structures. Though many 
k-points are involved in the transitions in these energies, the main contributions are 
from near the X-and Z-points. Since the main contributions are from a small volume 
of the BZ, the assumption of a rigid band shift is justified. We notice that the peaks 
in the Ac2 spectrum may be identified to the corresponding bulk transitions, such 
as peaks near 2.04 eV, 2.6 eV, 3.5 eV, 3.9 eV, and 4.42 eV, may relate to the tran­
sitions around —> £?p(X2')> ^3^'^ "^4'' 
and L2f{E-p) —*• Li, respectively [51, 17]. Therefore, the bulk interband transitions 
basically occur near high symmetry points in the BZ; the L- and X-points and in a 
small volume of the BZ around these points. 
The band splitting for Cu(llO) is quite similar to that for Ag(llO). Both Ag and 
Cu involve bulk like transitions of —> Ep{L2f) and L2/(-£?p) —> Lj. The difference 
between them is that the energies of these two transitions are more separated for Cu 
than for Ag. Furthermore, in our energy range, there is the transition X^t for 
copper, but not for silver. Obviously, the model dielectric functions used for copper 
in our fit arise from states near L and X points. 
Because of the large values of the model dielectric function 62, the bulk-like 
transitions 5 —> 6 have a contribution to all three energy ranges in our fit, but each 
energy range has its own values of energy shifts and intensities. This is because 
the transitions 5—^6 occur around a different high symmetry k point in a different 
energy range. Each fitting parameter is only suitable for a certain small energy range. 
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not for the whole measured energy range. Therefore, different values of the fitting 
parameters for the transition 5 —> 6 in a diiferent energy range are possible. 
Some peaks are broad in the Ac2 spectrum, for example, around 2.6 eV. The 
intrinsic reason for peak broadening is that near the surface the mean free path A of an 
electron becomes shorter, as does the life-time T. From the relation the AE • T ti, 
we can see as T decreases, AE increases, i.e., energy levels are broadened, so are 
spectral peaks. The extrinsic reason may be due to the inhomogeneity of the surface, 
since the light spot covers an area which is not small, energy shifts may be different 
from one small area to the other. 
Our fitting results show that the structures in the RD spectra originate from 
the shifts of some interband transitions due to the surface perturbation. Since at 
the surface the bands are distorted due to the change of charge density and the wave 
functions change, the bands will shift. Ideally, such energy shifts at the surface should 
depend only on the orientation (not preparation) of a surface. However, in practice, 
different surface treatments induce different changes in the surface electronic structure 
and, hence, different band shifts. Also, our rigid band model may not perfectly 
describe the real surface perturbation of the bulk band structures. Therefore the 
fitting parameters may be different for differently prepared samples. This lack of 
consistency may be improved by a clean surface environment, such as exists in UHV 
or in electrochemical cells. 
An additional consideration should be taken whether our fitting parameters are 
interrelated. For example, when we fit the experimental Ae2{E) result for Ag(llO), 
we use 8 parameters, 4 intensities and 4 energy shifts, with two theoretical dielectric 
function curves (see above). We use superscripts "a" and "6" to represent parameters 
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related to the interband transitions of Z'2/(^p) —> Li and X3 —»• L2/iEp), respec­
tively. Subscripts x and y represent the parameters related to the [lIO] and [001] 
directions, respectively. If the two dielectric functions are (^{E) and we have 
Ae2{E) = {lie^{E + SE^) + liel{E + 6E^)] 
- [I^e^iE + 6E^) + I^e^iE + SEI)] 
= [ I ^ e ^ { E  +  S E ^ ) - I ^ e ^ { E  +  6 E ^ ) ]  
+  +  6 E ^ )  -  l l t \ { E  +  S E ^ ) ] .  (4.7) 
where and S E ^ ,  I x  and 6 E x ,  l y  and S E y ,  and l y  and S E y ,  are intensities and 
energy shifts of "a" and "6" for the x and y directions, respectively. Obviously, in 
Eq. (4.7), the terms in the first and second pairs of square brackets are due to the 
contributions of "a" and "6", respectively. Hence, the contributions of "a" and "6" 
can be separated as Ae2(E) = Ae^iE) + Ae^iE), i.e. 
A6^(E) = lSe^(E + SES)-I§e^(E + SE^) (4.8) 
A£|(£) = I^€^(E + SE^)-!^4(^+eE^). (4.9) 
Let us first consider the "a" curve contribution Ae^. If the energy shifts of SE^ and 
SEy are small, using a Taylor series expansion, Eq. (4.8) becomes; 
A e ^ ( E )  =  ( i S - l S ) e l ( E )  
+ E (4.10) 
=  C o 4 W + E A C n ® .  ( 4 . 1 1 )  
n=l 
To third order: 
Ae^iE) ~ {I^-I§)e^{E) 
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+{Ii6Ei -
+ [li(6ESf -
+ (••IS) 
d e ^ i E )  d ^ € ^ ( E )  d ^ e ^ ( E )  ,  , 
= Co4(^) + Ci^+C2^+C3^. (4.13) 
The four parameters, 7®, ly ,  SE^,  and 6Ey,  can be completely determined as long 
as the coefficients, Cq, CJ, C2, and C3, are not zero to third order, and the same 
holds for "6" fitting parameters. From our fitting results, we find that the coefficients 
of the Taylor series expansion are not zero, at least to third order, and therefore, 
our fitting parameters are not interrelated. On the other hand, we should not pay 
excessive attention to the precise values of the fitting parameters since they differ 
slightly from one sample to others due to different surface conditions. However we 
have still obtained a general picture of band shifts near the surface. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
We built a reflectance-difFerence (RD) spectroscopy system and measured the 
optical anisotropy of Ag(llO) and Cu(llO) with differently prepared surfaces. We 
observed the RD spectra in the Drude region, and in the interband transition range 
on smooth and rough surfaces. 
The optical anisotropy was investigated for three differently prepared single crys­
tal Ag(llO) surfaces and an epitaxially grown Ag thin film on a NaCl(llO) substrate. 
The anisotropic Drude parameters induce optical anisotropy in the intraband tran­
sition region. This produces Re[^r/r] spectra monotonically increasing with energy. 
Surface plasmon (SP) peaks due to the directional surface roughness were also ob­
served. The anisotropy in the interband transition region may be due to the surface-
modified bulk-like band structure. At the Ag(llO) surface the two-fold symmetry 
causes an inequivalence of the surface-projected 8 L points in the bulk BZ and the 
surface potential lifts the degeneracy of the levels of at these points, especially for sur­
face states and surface resonances, but without UHV or electrochemical procedures, 
surface states may no longer exist. This leads to the anisotropy in the imaginary 
part of the complex dielectric function, and the shape of our spectra can be fit into 
a model based on this picture. 
The same picture can describe the RD spectra for Cu(llO). In the Drude region. 
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the anisotropy of the Drude parameters causes non-zero RD spectra. For Cu(llO), 
the interband transitions involve the inequivalence of not only 8 L points but also 
6 X points in the bulk BZ when projected on the surface. The magnitude of the 
RD spectrum for Cu(llO) is much smaller than the RD spectrum for Ag(llO). The 
peaks due to interband transitions of L3 —+ £p(i/2/) and Z-2/(^?p) —» are more 
separated for Cu(llO) than for Ag(llO). 
The model of the anisotropy of the Drude parameters, excitation of surface 
plasmons, and the transitions between surface-modified states can describe our ex­
perimental results well. 
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APPENDIX QUICKBASIC PROGRAM FOR MEASUREMENT 
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I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
'* MRDS * 
5* * 
'* Measure the Reflectance-DifFerence Spectroscopy * 
)* * 
'* USING DEVICES:(KEITHLEY-MetraByte/ASYST/DAC) * 
'* 1. MODEL DASCON-1 (A/D AND D/A BOARD) * 
'* 2. MBC-488 (IEEE488 BOARD) * 
'* 3. SERIAL/PARALLEL & GAME PORT CARD (RS232 BOARD) * 
'* FUNCTIONS: * 
'* 1. CONTROL SR510 LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER * 
'* 2. CONTROL WAVELENGTH OF THE SCANNING * 
'* MONOCHROMATOR (EU-700) * 
'* 3. CONTROL HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY * 
'* 4. REMOTE CONTROL OF RETARDATION OF * 
'* THE PHOTOELASTIC MODULATOR * 
'* 5. DC DATA ACQUISITION FROM 8842A MULTIMETER BY * 
'* IEEE488 BOARD * 
'* 6. AC VOLTAGE ACQUISITION FROM SR510 LOCK-IN WITH * 
'* SR550 PREAMPLIFIER BY RS232 BOARD * 
'* 7. USING ANALOG OUTPUT X5 OF SR510 TO CONTROL * 
'* HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY PS325 * 
> +  *  
J************************************************************************ 
DIM E(300), Vlf(300), V2f(300), DI0%(8), DV%(8), RANGE(24), DR%(24), 
SUM(2), X%(300), Yl%(300), Y2%(300) 
DECLARE SUB INIE488 () 
DECLARE SUB WLCONTRL (EO, El) 
DECLARE SUB FILTER () 
DECLARE SUB RMCONTRL (ENERGY) 
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DECLARE SUB DCVOLT (DCVOLTO) 
DECLARE SUB ACSWITCH (SW%) 
DECLARE SUB INISR510 () 
DECLARE SUB HVOLT (HV) 
DECLARE SUB ACVOLT (ACVOLTO, CNG%, CDR%, PO) 
DECLARE SUB DASCONl (MD%, CH%, BYVAL DUMMY%, BYVAL DUMY%, 
BASADR%) 
DECLARE SUB SHUTTERCLOSE (SW%) 
DECLARE SUB ACO (ACVOLTOO, PO) 
COMMON SHARED DIO%(), CH%, DV%(), RANGE(), DR%() 
CONST BASADR% = 768, DCM = .05, HVM = 6 
ON ERROR GOTO errorhandler 
CLS : LOCATE 5, 1 
'INITIALIZE SR510 LOCK-IN 
CALL INISR510 
'INITIALIZE IEEE488 BOARD 
CALL INIE488 
SCREEN 2 
'THE WIDTH OF POINTS ON THE SCREEN MODEL PWX% = 640: PWY% 
= 200 
'THE WIDTH OF WORDS ON THE SCREEN MODEL WWX% = 80: WWY% 
= 25 
'ENDPOINT OF GRAPHIC BOX 
EPX% = PWX% - 1: EPY% = 168 
'STARTING LINE OF WORDS 
WSL% = 23 
PRINT "****************************************************************" 
PRINT "* *" 
PRINT "* WELCOME TO MRDS *" 
PRINT "* *" 
GOTO 10 
20 LOCATE 10, 1 
PRINT USING 
c: "FIRST WAVELENG=####.#(A)/ENERGY=#.##";WF; EF 
GOTO 10 
30 LOCATE 11, 1 
PRINT USING 
c: "FIRST WAVELENGTH=####.#(A)/ENERGY=#.##(ev): 
c: LAST WAVELENGTH=####.#/ENERGY=#.##(ev)"; 
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c: WF; EF; WL; EL 
10 LOCATE 15, 1 
PRINT "Initializing wavelength 
PRINT "First energy 
PRINT "Last energy 
(I)" 
(F)" 
(L)" 
PRINT "OK! 
PRINT "Exit 
Q$ = INPUT$(1): Q = INSTR("OIFLEoifle", Q$) 
CLS : LOCATE WSL%,1 
ON Q GOTO 400, 100, 200, 300,1000, 400, 100, 200, 300, 1000 
IF Q = 0 GOTO 400 
100 INPUT "ENTER INITIAL WAVELENGTH AND FIRST ENERGY :",WI, EF 
WF = 12400 / EF: EI = 12400 / WI 
'SET THE FIRST WAVELENGTH 
CALL WLCONTRL(EI, EF) 
CLS : LOCATE WSL%, 1: GOTO 20 
200 INPUT "ENTER FIRST ENERGY(ev)=", EF: WF = 12400 / EF 
CLS : LOCATE WSL%, 1: GOTO 20 
300 INPUT "ENERGY RANGES El, E2, E3 (E<E1,E1<E<E2,E2<E<E3)=", El, 
E2, EL 
INPUT "ENERGY INCREMENT DEI, DE2, DE3=", DEI, DE2, DE3 
WL = 12400 / EL 
CLS : LOCATE WSL%, 1: GOTO 30 
400 CLS : LOCATE WSL%, 1 
'VOLTAGE OUTPUT FROM DASCONl CHANNEL D/A 0 
'TO CONTROL PEM-80 MODULATOR'S WAVELENGTH 
CALL RMCONTRL(EF) 
INPUT "Enter data file name"; DAT$ 
DAT1$ = DAT$ + ".XLS" 
DATS = DATS + ".DAT" 
STARTDATES = DATES 
STARTTIME = TIMER 
)****************** gg'p SENSITIVITY AND DYN RES ****************** 
'SENSITIVITY RANGE SETTING: 
RANGE(l) = lE-08: RANGE(2) = 2E-08: RANGE(3) = 5E-08 
RANGE(4) = lE-07: RANGE(5) = 2E-07: RANGE(6) = 5E-07 
RANGE(7) = lE-06: RANGE(8) = 2E-06: RANGE(9) = 5E-06 
RANGE(10)= lE-05: RANGE(11)= 2E-05: RANGE(12)= 5E-05 
RANGE(13)= lE-04: RANGE(14)= 2E-04: RANGE(15)= 5E-04 
RANGE(16)= lE-03: RANGE(17)= 2E-03: RANGE(18)= 5E-03 
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RANGE(19)= lE-02: RANGE(20)= 2E-02: RANGE(21)= 5E-02 
RANGE(22)= lE-01: RANGE(23)= 2E-01: RANGE(24)= 5E-01 
'DYNAMIC RESERVE SETTING 
DR%(1) = 2: DR%(2) = 2: DR%(3) = 2: DR%(4) = 2: DR%(5) = 2: 
DR%(6) = 2: DR%(7) = 2; DR%(8) = 2: DR%(9) = 2: DR%(10) = 2: 
DR%(11) = 2: DR%(12) = 2: DR%(13) = 2: DR%(14) = 2: DR%(15) = 2: 
DR%(16) = 2: DR%(17) = 2; DR%(18) = 2: DR%(19) = 1: DR%(20) = 1 : 
DR%(21) = 1: DR%(22) = 0: DR%(23) = 0: DR%(24) = 0 
J***************************************************************** 
HV = 2 'CORRESPONDING 500V HIGH VOLTAGE 
PRINT #3, "X 5,", HV 
N0% = 10 
CNGO% = 24: CNDO% = 0 
CNG90% = 24: CND90% = 0 
SUM(O) = 0: SUM(l) = 0 
SW% = 8 'TO MEASURE 50 kHz SIGNAL 
CALL HVOLT(HV) 
VO = 0 
FOR J% = 0 TO 1 
CALL ACSWITCH(SW%) 
PRINT #3, "M", J% 
INPUT" INITIAL PHASE(1F)=";V0 
FOR 1% = 1 TO N0% 
PRINT #3, "P"; VO 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNGO% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CNDO% : SLEEP 6 
'AC VOLTAGE MEASURED BY SR510 LOCD-IN THROUGH RS232 AT INITIAL 
PHASE 
CALL ACVOLT(VOLTO, CNGO%, CNDO%, VO) 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG90% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CND90% 
V90 = VO + 90 'INITIAL PHASE PLUS 90 DEGREE 
PRINT #3, "P"; V90 
SLEEP 6 
'AC VOLTAGE MEASURED BY SR510 LOCD-IN AFTER PHASE SHIFT 90 DE­
GREE 
CALL ACVOLT(VOLT90, CNG90%, CND90%, V90) 
'THE PHASE SHIFT OF 50KHz SIGNAL 
PHASEIN = ATN(VOLT90 / VOLTO) / ATN(l) / 4 * 180 VO 
DO WHILE PHASEIN >= 180 
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PHASEIN = -180 + PHASEIN 
LOOP 
DO WHILE PHASEIN < 0 
PHASEIN = 180 + PHASEIN 
LOOP 
VO = PHASEIN - 90 
IF 1% > 2 THEN SUM(J%) = SUM(J%) + PHASEIN 
PRINT USING "1=## PHASE=####.#(degree)"; 1%; PHASEIN 
NEXT 1% 
SW% = 0 
VO = 0 
NEXT J% 
VIO = SUM(O) / (N0% - 2): V20 = SUM(l) / (N0% - 2) 
'ROUGHLY, VIO = 42.8 AND V20 = 130.7 
V190 = VIO + 90: V290 = V20 + 90 
PRINT USING "PHASE(lf)=####.#(degree) : 
c; PHASE(2f)=####.#(degree)"; VIO; V20 
PRINT #3, "MO" 'SET If MODEL AT THE BEGINNING SW% = 8: 
CALL ACSWITCH(SW%) 'SET 50KHz SWITCH 
PRINT #3, "P"; VIO 'SET If PHASE SHIFT 
E(l) = EF 'STARTING ENERGY(ev) 
CNG% = 24 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG% 
CDR% = DR%(CNG%) 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR% 'CURRENT DYNAMIC RESERVE 
VMAXl = 0: VMAX2 = 0 'SET INITIAL MAXIMUM AC VALUE 
CNGlf00% = CNG%: CNG2f00% = CNG% 
CDRlf00% = CDR%: CDR2f00% = CDR% 
CNGlf90% = CNG%: CNG2f90% = CNG% 
CDRlf90% = CDR%: CDR2f90% = CDR% 
X%(0) = 0: Y1%(0) = 0: Y2%(0) = 0 
El = El - .00001: E2 = E2 - .00001 
START HERE********************* 
1% = 1 
DO UNTIL E(I%) > (EL + .00001) 
SW% = 8: CALL ACSWITCH(SW%) 'SET SOKHz SWITCH 
SLEEP 1 
'DC VOLTAGE DATA MEASURED BY IEEE488 BOARD 
CALL HVOLT(HV) 
PRINT #3, "P"; VIO 
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PRINT #3, "G"; CNGlfOO% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDRlfOO% 
CALL DCVOLT(DCVOLTO) 
'AC VOLTAGE MEASURED BY SR510 LOCK-IN THROUGH RS232 
CALL ACVOLT(AC1FOO, CNGlfOO%, CDRlfOO%, VIO) 
PRINT #3, "P"; V190 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNGlf90% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDRlf90% 
SLEEP 6 
CALL ACVOLT(AC1F90, CNGlf90%, CDRlf90%, V190) 
CALL SHUTTERCLOSE(SW%) 
ACIFT = (ACIFOO * ACIFOO -f AC1F90 * AC1F90);5 
IF ACIFOO >= 0 THEN 
ACIF = ACIFT 
ELSE ACIF = -ACIFT 
END IF 
CALL DCVOLT(DCO) 'DC dark current 
SW% = 0: CALL ACSWITCH(SW%) 'SET lOOKHz SWITCH 
SLEEP 5 
PRINT #3, "Ml" 'SET 2f MODEL 
PRINT #3, "P"; V20 'SET 2f PHASE SHIFT 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG2f00% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR2f00% 
Vlf(I%) = ACIF / DCVOLTO * (103.22 / 1485) / .285244 
IF VMAXl < ABS(Vlf(I%)) THEN VMAXl = ABS(Vlf(I%)) 
CALL DCVOLT(DCVOLTO) 
'AC VOLTAGE MEASURED BY SR510 LOCK-IN THROUGH RS232 
CALL ACVOLT(AC2FOO, CNG2f00%, CDR2f00%, V20) 
PRINT #3, "P"; V290 'SET 2f PHASE SHIFT 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG2f90% 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR2f90% 
SLEEP 6 
CALL ACVOLT(AC2F90, CNG2f90%, CDR2f90%, V290) 
CALL SHUTTERCLOSE(SW%) 
AC2FT = (AC2F00 * AC2F00 -I- AC2F90 * AC2F90) :5 
IF AC2F00 >= 0 THEN 
AC2F = AC2FT 
ELSE AC2F = -AC2FT 
END IF 
CALL DCVOLT(DCO) 
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DCVOLTO = DCVOLTO - DCO 
PRINT #3, "MO" 'SET IF MODEL 
PRINT #3, "P"; VIO 'SET PHASE SHIFT 
V2f(I%) = AC2F / DCVOLTO * (103.22 / 1480) / .48538 
IF VMAX2 < ABS(V2f(I%)) THEN VMAX2 = ABS(V2f(I%)) 
CLS 
LINE (0, 0)-(EPX%, EPY%),, B 
FOR J% = 1 TO 1% 
X%(J%) = EPX% * (ABS((E(J%) - EF) / (EL - EF))) 
Y1%(J%) = EPY% / 2 * (1 - Vlf(J%) / VMAXl) 
Y2%(J%) = EPY% / 2 * (1 - V2f(J%) / VMAX2) 
'PLOT AC/DC SIGNALS 
LINE (X%(J% - 1), Y1%(J% - 1))-(X%(J%), Y1%(J%)) 
LINE (X%(J% - 1), Y2%(J% - 1))-(X%(J%), Y2%(J%)) 
NEXT J% 
LOCATE WSL%, 1; PRINT SPACE$(80); : LOCATE WSL%, 1 
LOCATE WSL PRINT USING "I:### ENERGY=#.##(ev) 
c- yhm=4k4kM4k4k:}i:4k4h 
c: V100K=##.######";I%; E(I%); Vlf(I%); V2f(I%) 
'SET 50mV SENSITIVITY TO AVOID OVERLOAD 
PRINT #3, "G 24" 
PRINT #3, "D 0" 
IF (E(I%) < El) AND (E(I%) >= (EF - .00001)) THEN 
DE = DEI 
ELSEIF (E(I%) < E2) AND (E(I%) >= El) THEN 
DE = DE2 
ELSEIF (E(I%) < (EL - .0001)) AND (E(I%) >= E2) THEN 
DE = DE3 
ELSE DE = DE3 
END IF 
E(I% + 1) = E(I%) + DE 
IF E(I%) > EL THEN EXIT DO 
'VOLTAGE OUTPUT FROM DASCONl CHANNEL D/A 1 TO CONTROL EU-
700 MONOCHROMATOR 
CALL WLCONTRL(E(I%), E(I% + 1)) 
SW% = 8: CALL ACSWITCH(SW%) 'SET 50KHz SWITCH 
'VOLTAGE OUTPUT FROM DASCONl CHANNEL D/A 0 
'TO CONTROL PEM-80 MODULATOR'S WAVELENGTH 
CALL RMCONTRL(E(I% + 1)) 
OPEN DATS FOR APPEND AS #4 
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OPEN DAT1$ FOR APPEND AS #5 
PRINT #5, USING"#.## #.###### 
#.###### #.###### #.###### 
#.###### #.###### #####.#"; 
c: E(I%); ACIF; ACIFO; AC2F; AC2F0; DCVOLTO; DCO; HV * 250 
PRINT #4, USING "#.## #.########## 
c: #.##########"; E(I%); Vlf(I%); V2f(I%) 
CLOSE #4 
CLOSE #5 
IF ((E(I%) < 2.255) AND (E(I% + 1) > 2.255)) THEN 
CALL FILTER 'CHANGE FILTER AROUND 5499A 
ELSEIF ((E(I%) < 2.555) AND (E(I% + 1) > 2.555)) THEN 
CALL FILTER 'CHANGE FILTER AROUND 4853A 
ELSEIF ((E(I%) < 3.455) AND (E(I% + 1) > 3.455)) THEN 
CALL FILTER 'CHANGE FILTER AROUND 3589A 
ELSE 'CONTINUE TO MEASURE WITHOUT CHANGING FILTER 
END IF 
1% = 1% + 1 
LOOP 
rpQ CONDITION^******************* 
PRINT #3, " " 'CLEAR UART BY SENDING SPACES 
PRINT #3, "Z" 'RESET SR510 
SLEEP 2 
PRINT #3, "Tl,7" 
PRINT #3, "T2,2" 
'THE REFERENCE INPUT TRIGGER MODE IS "POSITIVE" 
PRINT #3, "RO" 
PRINT #3, "X 5,", 0 'SET HIGH VOLTAGE TO ZERO 
CALL FILTER 'SET FILTER TO INITIAL CONDITION 
CALL SHUTTERCLOSE(SW%) 
5*** ********************* QY^IP^* **************** *********** 
SOUND 500, 10 
ENDDATES = DATES 
'FOR OVERNIGHT MEASUREMENT 
IF STARTDATES <> ENDDATES THEN 
STARTTIME = STARTTIME - 24! * 60! * 60! 
END IF 
'TIMER IS FOR THE TIMER ELAPSED SINCE MIDNIGHT 
ENDTIME = TIMER 
TOTALTIME = ENDTIME - STARTTIME 
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HH = TOTALTIME / 60 / 60 
H% = INT(HH) 
MM = (HH - H%) * 60 
M% = INT(MM) 
SS = (MM - M%) * 60 
S% = INT(SS) 
LOCATE WSL%, 1: PRINT SPACE$(80); : LOCATE WSL%, 1 
LOCATE WSL%, 1: PRINT USING 
c: "TOTAL TIME: #:##:##"; H%i M%; S% 
1000 CLOSE 
Q$ = INPUT$(1) 
END 
errorhandler: 
CLOSE #1 
CLOSE #2 
CALL INIE488 
RESUME 
YYC MEASUREMENT******************* 
SUB ACO (ACVOLTO, PO) 
DIM AC00(2) 
P180 = PO + 180 
FOR J% = 1 TO 2 
SUM = 0 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 30 
PRINT #3, "Q" 
INPUT #3, VO 
SUM = SUM + VO 
NEXT 1% 
ACOO(J%) = SUM / 30 
PRINT #3, "P"; P180 
SLEEP 6 
NEXT J% 
ACVOLTOO = (ACOO(l) - AC00(2)) / 2 
PRINT #3, "P"; PO 
END SUB 
SUB ACSWITCH (SW%) 'MD% = 9, CH% = 1, D10%(l)=0 
D10%(0) = SW% 
CALL DASC0N1(9, 1, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), 0, BASADR%) 
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END SUB 
DATA FROM SR510 LOCK-IN BY RS232 BOAR********** 
SUB ACVOLT (ACVOLTO, CNG%, CDR%, PO) 
DIM P(2), ACVOLTOO(2) 
PRINT #3, "Q" 'READ VOLTAGE FROM SR510 
INPUT #3, VO 
IF ABS(VO) <= RANGE(CNG% - 1) THEN 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
SLEEP 1 
PRINT #3, "Y4» 
INPUT #3, N0% 
DO UNTIL N0% = 1 
CNG% = CNG%- 1 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG% 
IF DR%(CNG%) <> CDR% THEN 
CDR% = DR%(CNG%) 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR% 
END IF 
SLEEP 6 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
SLEEP 1 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
LOOP 
CNG% = CNG% + 1 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG% 
IF DR%(CNG%) <> CDR% THEN 
CDR% = DR%(CNG%) 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR% 
END IF 
SLEEP 6 
END IF 
P180 = PO -F 180 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 2 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
SLEEP 1 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
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INPUT #3, N0% 
IF N0% = 1 THEN 
DO UNTIL N0% = 0 
CNG% = CNG% + 1 
PRINT #3, "G"; CNG% 
IF DR%(CNG%) <> CDR% THEN 
CDR% = DR%(CNG%) 
PRINT #3, "D"; CDR% 
END IF 
SLEEP 6 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
SLEEP 1 
PRINT #3, "Y4" 
INPUT #3, N0% 
LOOP 
END IF 
PRINT #3, "P"; P180 
SLEEP 6 
NEXT 1% 
'start data acquisition 
FOR J% = 2 TO 1 STEP -1 
SUM = 0 
FOR 1% =  1 TO 100 
PRINT #3, "Q" 
INPUT #3, VO 
SUM = SUM + VO 
NEXT 1% 
ACVOLTOO(J%) = SUM / 100 
PRINT #3, "P"; PO 
SLEEP 6 
NEXT J% 
ACVOLTO = (ACVOLTOO(l) - ACVOLTOO(2)) / 2 
END SUB 
DATA FROM JEEE488************************ 
SUB DCVOLT (DCVOLTO) 
SUM = 0 
'IT TAKES 5 SECONDS TO FINISH THIS ROUTINE 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 500 
PRINT #1, "ENTER 12 B", VARSEG(DV%(0)), VARPTR(DV%(0)), 26 
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X$ = "" 
FOR CNT% = 0 TO 8 
X$ = X$ + CHR$(DV%(CNT%) AND &HFF) 
X$ = X$ + CHR$(DV%(CNT%) / 256) 
NEXT CNT% 
SUM = SUM + VAL(X$) 
NEXT 1% 
DCVOLTO = SUM / 500 
END SUB 
SUB FILTER 
'MD% = 9, CH% = 1, D10%(l)=0 
FOR J = 1 TO 50 'ROTATING 90 DEGREE 
FOR I = 4 TO 0 STEP -4 'CONNECT TO PB2 
D10%(0) = I 
CALL DASC0N1(9, 1, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), 0, BASADR%) 
NEXT I 
FOR K = 1 TO 1500: NEXT K 
NEXT J 
END SUB 
JJJQJJ YOLTAGE************************* 
SUB HVOLT (HV) 
DDC = 10 
RATIO = 10 / .001 * 10 / 2500 
'Assuming 10 (V) highvoltage raises 1 (mV) signaL 
'HV=10 represents 2500 (V) hivoltage output. 
11% = 0 
DO 
11% = 11% + 1 
SUM = 0 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 50 
PRINT #1, "ENTER 12 B", VARSEG(DV%(0)), VARPTR(DV%(0)), 26 
X$ = "" 
FOR CNT% = 0 TO 8 
X$ = X$ + CHR$(DV%(CNT%) AND &HFF) 
X$ = X$ + CHR$(DV%(CNT%) / 256) 
NEXT CNT% 
SUM = SUM + VAL(X$) 
NEXT 1% 
DC = SUM / 50 
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'RECORD THE FORMER DIFFERENCE OF DC VOLTAGE 
OLDDDC = DDC 
'THE DIFFERENCE OF CURRENT AND EXPECTED(50mV) DC VOLTAGES 
DDC = DCM - ABS(DC) 
IF ABS(DDC) < DCM * .01 THEN 
EXIT DO 
ELSEIF ABS(RATIO * DDC) < .004 THEN 
RATIO = RATIO * 2 
ELSEIF ABS(DDC) > ABS(OLDDDC) THEN 
RATIO = RATIO / 2 
ELSE ' DO NOTHING 
END IF 
HV = HV + RATIO * DDC 
IF HV > HVM THEN 
HV = HVM 
ELSEIF HV < 0 THEN 
HV = 0 
ELSE 'CONTINUE 
END IF 
PRINT #3, "X 5,", HV 
SLEEP 2 
LOOP UNTIL (HV >= HVM) OR (11% > 1000) 
END SUB 
SUB INIE488 
DIM X%(4) 
'Establish communication with device driver 
OPEN"$DV488" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
PRINT #1, "BUFFERCLEAR" 
OPEN "$DV488" FOR INPUT AS #2 
'Initialize MBC-488 board using "SYSCON" command 
PRINT #1, "SYSCON MAD1=3 CIC1=1 BA1=&H310" 
'Set DVM into REMOTE 
PRINT #1, "REMOTE 12" 
'Set TIMEOUT (timeout time=0.056 x A%) 
A% = 100 
PRINT #1, "TIMEOUT", A% 
'SET MODE OF THE DEVICE 
X%(0) = 12372 ' T0F0R0S2 
X%(1) = 12358 
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X%(2) = 12370 
X%(3) = 12883 
PRINT #1, "OUTPUT 12 B +", VARSEG(X%(0)), VARPTR(X%(0)), "8" 
END SUB 
,****************JJ^JYJ^LIZING SR510 LOCK-IN WITH RS232*************** 
SUB INISR510 
OPEN "COM1:960G,N,8,2,CS,DS,CD" FOR RANDOM AS #3 
'SET UP COMl: PORT TO 9600 BAUD, NO PARITY, 8 DATA BITS, 2 STOP 
BITS, 
'IGNORE CTS (CLEAR TO SEND), DSR(DATA SET READY), 
'AND CD(CARRIER DETECT). 
PRINT #3, " " 'CLEAR UART BY SENDING SPACES 
PRINT #3, "Z" 'RESET SR510 
SLEEP 2 
PRINT #3, "Tl,?" 
PRINT #3, "T2,2" 
'THE REFERENCE INPUT TRIGGER MODE IS "POSITIVE" 
PRINT #3, "RO" 
PRINT #3, "X 5,", 0 'SET HIGH VOLTAGE TO ZERO 
END SUB 
,***************REI^OTE CONTROL OF PMS CONTROLLER*************** 
SUB RMCONTRL (ENERGY) 
CH% = 0 
D10%(0) = 12400 / ENERGY / 10000 * 4095 
MD% = 7 
CALL DASC0N1(MD%, CH%, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), DI0%(1), BASADR%) 
END SUB 
SUB SHUTTERCLOSE (SW%) 
'MD% = 9, CH% = 1, DI0%(1) = 0 
IF SW% = 8 THEN 
D10%(0) = 24 'PB3 AND PB4 HIGH 
ELSE 
D10%(0) = 16 'PB4 HIGH 
END IF 
CALL DASC0N1(9, 1, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), 0, BASADR%) 
END SUB 
SUB WLCONTRL (EO, El) 
'MD%=9, CH% = 1,DI0%(1) = 0 
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M = ABS((1 / El - 1 / EO) * 124000) * 6 
FOR J = 1 TO CLNG(M) 
D10%(0) = 1 
CALL DASC0N1(9, 1, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), 0, BASADR%) 
'at the rate of 20 angstrom per second 
FOR JJ% = 1 TO 2000: NEXT JJ% 
D10%(0) = 0 
CALL DASC0N1(9, 1, VARPTR(DIO%(0)), 0, BASADR%) 
FOR JJ% = 1 TO 2000: NEXT JJ% 
NEXT J 
END SUB 
